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No Joke: Carrier returns to JMU
By Kyra Scarton
staff writer

Ronald Carrier didn't play any April Fools' Day
jokes on the university Wednesday.
For him. Homecoming at JMU came in the spring,
not the fall. He came back to the university as its
president.
"I'm back on campus," he said. "That's where my
job is. That's where I want to be."
Since last April, Carrier has served as director of the
Center for Innovative Technology in Hcrndon. He left
Dr. Russell Warren, then vice president for academic
affairs, as acting president to oversee the day-to-day
operation of the university.
"There are those in the Commonwealth of Virginia,
as well as those in the press, who look upon this as a
media event," Carrier said. "I don't know why it is of
such interest to anyone why someone does his job."
For now, Carrier remains as president of the
technology center until a replacement is hired. While
he wouldn't say when his successor would be named,
he did say afjer the faculty meeting that "it won't be
long."
In the meantime, however, Carrier has set his
schedule at JMU for the next month. Friday and
Monday are reserved to interview candidates to fill the
vice president for business affairs position. After that
comes a review of some 100 renovation projects.
"I'm not looking out my window now and watching
the Concorde land and take off, or looking at Highway

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL

Dr. Ronald Carrier presents Dr. Russell Warren with a gold Constitution medalion.

See CARRIER page 2 >
By Martin Romjue

news editor

CIT experience
—will be benefit
for university

Coed
mania

The experience Dr. Ronald Carrier gained while
directing the Center for Innovative Technology has
enhanced his ability to raise money for JMU and
improve its curriculum, said Dr. Russell Warren.
Through his experience, Carrier has "become
even more prominent in the state," said Warren,
who served as president during Carrier's leave.
Warren will return to his position as vice president
for academic affairs after taking a six-week leave of
absence.
"He's [Carrier] developed contacts with
businesses, with scientists, even stronger contacts
with state government, and to some extent federal
government," Warren said. "Having established the
contacts, he will be able to infuse JMU with a
very forward-looking curriculum."
Warren said Carrier has come back to JMU with
new experiences and a new perspective.

The Office of Residence Life has decided
to add Ashby Hail to the growing fist of
coeddorms.

"I think he has had an opportunity to see a
glimpse of the future, and bring it back here, and
in that sense help JMU's curriculum," he said.
As director of the CIT, Carrier helped the
institute become more effective in encouraging
businesses and high-tech firms to move to Virginia
and work with state educational institutions.
Carrier will be able to make more changes in
JMU's high-tech and science curricula. Warren said.
"Since we're not a high-tech school, I think it is
appropriate that he will come back with that
knowledge," he said.
In 1984 Carrier started emphasizing a "more
developmental, fund-raising thrust" for the
university, Warren said.
"His focal point is fund raising, and working
with the legislature now," he said. "Over the past
three or four years, he has become far more
See WARREN page 2 ►
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Lacrosse is not onry a game of fast
action, it is also one of the fastest
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Rib Eye Dinner
With Free Freshtastiks Food Bar

2 for $8.99
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Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot breads, and all you can eat
from our fabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar. Not valid with any other
coupons or discounts. Coupon good for all members in party only
at participating BONANZA Family Restaurants.

Offer expires April 26,1987
Coupon good all day 7 days a week

Offer includes entree, potato, pipini
from our fabulous Freshtastiks Foo
coupons or discounts. Coupon goc
at participating BONANZA Family F
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Otter expires April 25,1987
Coupon good 11AM - 4PM Mon thru Sat
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Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot breads, and all you can eat
from our fabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar Not valid with any other
coupons or discounts. Coupon good for all members in party only
at participating BONANZA Family Restaurants.

Otter expires April 26,1987
Coupon good all day 7 days a week
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VISIT THESE PARTICIPATINU BONANZA
BLACKSBURG, VA
Gables Shopping Center .
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA
1525 E. Rio Rd.
DANVILLE, VA
Riverside Dr.
(At Danville Plaza)

V

R/SV

HAKKISONBURG, VA
829E.,MarketSt.
>
<Near ^overleaf Mall)
LYNCHBURG, VA
2420 Wards Rd.
(Near River Ridge)
RADFORD, VA
U.S. 11 at Rt. 114

RICHMOND, V
1776 Parham Rd
(Near Regency S
4713 West Broac
(Near Willow La'
5004 Nme Mile 1
(Near Eastgate P
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Dinner
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1 for $5.49

$3.99
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ly Restaurants.

BONANZA

With Free Freshtastiks Food Bar

Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot breads, and all you can eat
from our fabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar. Not valid with any other
coupons or discounts. Coupon good for all members in party only
at participating BONANZA Family Restaurants.

Offer expires April 26.1987
Coupon good all day 7 days a week
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King T-Bone Dinner
With Free Freshtastiks Food Bar
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$2.79
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1 for $6.99
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coupons or discounts. Coupon good for all members in party only
at participating BONANZA Family Restaurants.

Otferexpires April 26.1987
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SALEM, VA*
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STAUNTON, VA
Greenville Ave.

WAYNESBORO, VA
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3012 Richmond Rd.
(Rt. 60 West)
WYTHEVILLE, VA
U.S. 11 and Marshall St.
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(Day Symposium
)UR FUTURE....

WED., APRIL 1ST

SPEAKERS FROM 11 -5

WCC on the Mezzanine

Social Hour 6pm & Dinner 7pm
At The Sheraton

4:00
3M COMPANY

PROCTOR &
GAMBLE
IBM
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WWmiMKlIP
HIS S

For Information And
Sheraton Reservations
Come by Ha A-9D
M-F 8-2pm
Or Call X6420

CO-SPONSORS - Depts Of:
ACTG
HRM
DELTA SIGMA PI
IDS
ECON
MGT
FIN/BUS. LAW
MKTG
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PHI BETA LAMBDA
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...the fast,
easy way to call
long distance—from
lywhere to anywhe
anytime.

The AT&T Card
makes keeping in touch
with Mends and family a
lot more convenient when you're at school.
You'll be able to get through on
public and private phones—on campus
or off—without bothering with coins.
And you'll actually save up to 50tf, compared to AT&T coin, collect, or thirdparty state-to-state calls. In fact, for
most calls, it's our lowest rate next to
direct dialing. And there's no charge to
order the Card; no minimum usage fee.
You can use your Card to make
calls from other people's rooms: the
charge will show up on your bill, not
theirs. No need to call collect or charge

it to a third party.
Traveling? Take along
your AT&T Card to help
you stay in touch on summer vacations
and semester breaks. Call from coast
to coast and even overseas... and enjoy
long distance connections that sound as
close as you feel.
As you can see, the AT&T Card
eliminates all kinds of hassles. And
you can get one even if you don't have
a phone in your own name. Put The
Eliminator to work for you. Sign up
for your AT&T Card by completing
and mailing the attache^p^fee-pai^
application. For more information, call
toll free 1 800 225-5288, Ext. 54.
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AT&T
The right choice.
€> 1987 AT&T

MOISTEN HERE

Please Print

APPLICANT INFORMATION

Applicant's Full Name (Last, First, Middle)

Date of Birth

Street Address (college)

Apt#

Telephone Number (college)
(

How long at address
yrs.

)

Social Security Number

City

State

Zip Code

Number of Dependents
Including Spouse

mos.

3

□ own name □ roommate's name D spo use's name (~1 do not havp a phonp in my room □ Other
Name of Parent/Guardian
, Address
City
State
Zip Code

•

Parent/Guardian Telephone No.
(

)

Citizenship

Are you a
U.S. Citizen?

□ Yes

□ No

COLLEGE AND EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

Student Status
□ Full Time
D Part-Time
Graduation Date

College Name
Major
Student Housing
□ Dorm □ Rent-Hous^A
□ Fraternity/Sorority
Present Employer

□ Parents
Other
Present Position

Source of Other Income
(check any which apply)
D Allowance
□ Other (identify)

How long?
yrs.

□ Fr
DSoph

DJr
DGrad
□ Sr
Degree: □ Associate Degree
3 Bachelor
□ Graduate
Monthly Housing
Payment
Monthly Income
From Present Job

mos.

$

3 Grant, Scholarship
□ Summer Job

Annual Amount
of Other Income

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Credit references (include charge accounts, installment contracts, finance co., credit cards, rent, etc.).
Give complete list of all amounts owing.
Name of Creditor

Monthly
Payments

Type of Account

City/State

Balance Due

$
$
$

$
$
$

Student Loan

Financed by

$

$

Auto/Motorcycle (Yr. & Model)

Financed by

$

$

$

$

Other Obligations
D Checking
D Savings
□ Checking
J Savings

□ Both Checking
& Savings
D Both Checking
& Savings

Bank Name

City

State

Bank Name

City

State

"

ADDRESS WHERE YOU WANT BILL MAILED-Card will be mailed to this address

Box#

Address

City/State

Zip

Phone where you may be reached
(

)

I agree to pay for charges to the account in accordance with the terms of the applicable tariffs as explained in the AT&T Card Account Agreement which
AT&T will send me when my application is approved. I understand that my AT&T Card Account is subject to a maximum monthly usage limit of $100. I
understand that once the monthly usage limit is reached, my AT&T Card may be deactivated until payment is received.
I am aware that information gathered about me will be assessed to determine my eligibility for the AT&T Card Account. If I ask, I will be told whether or
not consumer reports on me were requested and the names and addresses of the credit bureau that provided the reports. I am aware that I must notify
AT&T of any address changes.

.Date

SIGNATURE: X
Note: In order to be considered for an AT&T Card, you must complete and sign this application.
Omission of any of the information requested in this application may be grounds for denial.
FOR RESEARCH ONLY

During an average month how much do you spend on long distance
telephone calls to places outside your area code?.
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Carrier
> (Continued from page 1)

28 and wondering if cars will ever get off of it, or
driving home in the traffic at night," said Carrier, with
a gold JMU pin tacked to his lapel.
He's moved back to his Wilson Hall office
overlooking the quad.
"This is my job. This is what I do. This is how I
make my living," Carrier said. "So it isn't strange
when on April 1 when I told the Board of Visitors I
would come back to James Madison University to do
my job that I show up at 8 o'clock in the morning to
do my job.
"And it isn't a media event; it's exactly what I said I
would do." For his first day back after a year's leave
of absence, Carrier woke up this morning at 7 and
pulled onto campus about an hour later.
"And as usual, 1 couldn't find a parking space," he
said. "I probably have a ticket, but it's a CIT car, so
they can tow it."
But Wednesday's general faculty meeting was more
than a Homecoming for Carrier.
He wanted to make sure people here still knew what
he looks like. After jaw surgery in late December,
Carrier has lost weight — "about 35-plus pounds."
The braces come off next week.
"For those of you with a weight problem, 1 have a
recommendation for you," said Carrier, his voice still
sounding husky and tough. "Just wire your mouth
shut for six weeks."
To Carrier, the return to the JMU presidency came at
the right time. "Dr. Warren was doing such a good job
I was afraid that any day I'd get a telegram saying:
Things are going well at JMU. Stay where you are,'"
Carrier said. "I was making sure Dr. Warren didn't get

Warren
>■ (Continued from page 1)

delegative to his vice presidents."
Warren said Carrier can best serve the
university by sharing his time between
making contacts for fund raising and
managing the university.
"He will manage the university in a
broad sense," he said. "Dr. Carrier has
been a president here for 16 years now,
and every one of those years he has
proven his right to be a president here.
My view, strongly put, is that he
should continue as a president here."
Carrier is well-balanced between
being "an intensive qualitative
developer, and an extensive quantitative

Editor
Managing editor
Business manager
Dengnlayout editor
Newsedrkx
Assistant news editor
Features editor
Ass slant features edftor
Business editor
Ass slant business editor
Soocs editor
Aes slant sports editor
Editorial editor
Ass slant editorial editor
Photo adlor
Photo edlor
Wire editor
Product on manager
Ass slant business manager
Ads deson manager
Marketing manager

the full recognition he deserved by getting the 'acting'
removed from -his job."
Carrier presented Warren with a gold Constitution
medallion developed for the JMU bicentennial
program. The two held each other's hands in a firm
handshake as about 300 faculty members gave Warren
a standing ovation for his year's work.
"Oh, it wasn't easy for him [Warren] to be president
of a university where the president didn't leave,"
Carrier said. "Oh, I left him alone, he made a lot of
decisions I thought were good. I supported everything
he did."
While he also recognized the vice presidents and the
faculty members for their contributions, Carrier said
the year's arrangement in the president's office worked
because the two men are close, personal friends.
"We have a feel for each other that enables us every
once in a while to step on each other's toes," he said.
Tsuspect we'll continue to do that as move along in
our program here."
At the CIT, Carrier faced a different challenge. For
one thing, he had to stay in the office. On Wednesday,
both lunch and dinner for him meant Gibbons Dining
Hall. He wants to get to know the students again.
"I missed them, but I was on the job," he said after
the meeting.
But Carrier told the faculty members that he brought
back to JMU from the Northern Virginia job a better
awareness of the 21st century and what it would be
like. In the past, students and their work went no
further than across the country. That has changed.
"We live in a global world in which our students
will be dealing with Paris, Brussels, London, with
Tokyo, with the Chinese, with the Third World
countries just as they had been dealing with people in

developer," Warren said. "I think he'll
be awesome."
Warren said his one-year tenure as
acting president has enabled him to
further develop an appreciation of all
the different university departments. "I
know a lot more about the university
than I did 12 months ago.
"You cannot leave this job without
caring for the whole operation," Warren
said. "I have a greater appreciation for
the ways that academics and the other
major segments of the university can
work together."
Warren said the academic affairs
department will be able to work more
easily with others now that he has
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North Carolina or Atlanta, Georgia," he said.
The agenda at JMU continues as before with
Warren's five-year plan for academic excellence, but the
new outlook can help the university develop more,
including new courses in some majors.
The university remains committed to that five-year
agenda. "I don't bring anything new to the table," he
said.
While at the center. Carrier looked to find out what
set JMU apart from other institutions, he said.
"I guess if you ask me to put it out on the patio, I'd
have difficulty putting it out there," Carrier said. "It's
not something that's concrete. It's not something that
you can point to and touch and embrace."
He questioned what would make JMU distinct:
salaries, equipment, buildings? No, because each of
those areas still need work, he said.
"What sets James Madison University apart is
passion," Carrier said. "Passion for James Madison
University and a passion for greatness."
Within the university, be it in academics or
athletics, the drive exists to cxcell and to be the best.
Carrier said.
Carrier turned to Monday's night Academy Awards
and a speech by Dustin Hoffman talking about Jimmy
Connors. Although his opponents were giving 110
percent, Connors said he could win by giving 115
percent
"The people at James Madison University won't
accept the second best," Carrier said. "We always
manage to achieve beyond our expectations."
So why should a university president leave a place
where the people are giving 115 percent?
"It was impossible for me to leave," Carrier said.
"And it was easy for me to return."

learned how the different departments
work together.
He also said he will be able to
promote academic needs more
effectively among state education
authorities in Richmond.
"I'm better prepared now to represent
the academic sector of the university in
Richmond, and to the legislature, to the
extent that Dr. Carrier wants that done,"
Warren said.
When he returns from his leave of
absence, Warren will oversee the
administration of all academic
departments and "to the extent that he
[Carrier] is willing, serve in a broad
advisory role to him. He's the person
who would make the decisions for the
entire university."
Warren said he will stay on as
academic affairs vice president at least
until he can ensure the success of
JMU's first five-year plan for overall

academic improvement.

"I'm very happy here," he said. "I'm
happier than I have been at any job in
my life. I speak for both this job
[acting president] and the academic vice
presidency.
"I get up every day and say 'Are you
still having a good time?' and as long
as the answer to that is positive, I don't
intend to look for anything else,"
Warren said.
However, Warren said that even
though he might stay at JMU for quite
a while, he eventually wants to be
president of a university.
"If I have a characteristic, it is that 1
am addicted to change," Warren said.
"That is a negative as well as a positive
characteristic. I won't be able to be an
academic vice-president until I retire,"
he said.
"That's not enough change for me.
Some day will come when I want to
leave here and become a president."

Journalism
Scholarships
Deadline Noon Monday
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Women to live in Ashby next semester
By Amanda Benson
staff writer

■

The all-male tradition at Ashby Hall
will end next semester.
The dorm will house both men and
women starting next semester in order
to fill needed spaces, said William
Bolding, director of the Office of
Residence Life.
Although coed dorms are popular
options at JMU, many Ashby residents
are angry with the decision.
The conflict is "not an issue for us
[residence life]. We're trying to get
spaces for the students we have,"
Bolding said.
Changing Ashby to a coed dorm will
leave Spotswood and Shenandoah halls
as the only all-male dorms in the
Bluestone area.
Logan, Converse and Cleveland halls'
are all-female Bluestone dorms and will
house 317 women next semester.
Seventy-four spaces will be available in
the all-male Bluestone area doims.
"We're de-tripling more female rooms
than male, so we need to find more
" female spaces," Bolding said. Gifford
and Wayland halls will house two
students in every room next semester.
Ashby Hall is a logical place to
house the extra females, Bolding said.
"We're putting a lot of money into
renovating Ashby, and we want to

"It's almost like a fraternity, and it's
being broken up. A lot of guys who have
lived here two years, aren't going to get
a room next year."
Leighton Webb
protect that investment.
who are supponive of changing it."
"We've had behavioral problems [in
However, many Ashby residents
Ashby], and we want to do the oppose the lifestyle changes because
renovations with the confidence that the some of the male residents may no
dorm will stay," Bolding said.
longer be able to live there next
Recent surveys have shown that a semester.
majority of on-campus students prefer "At least 20 people are going to get
coed living, he said.
kicked out unwillingly," said Ashby
"We have to take it [going coed] on a SGA senator Steve Gough. "I'm one of
year-by-year basis," he said. "We ask the people getting kicked out, and I
the students what they want, and we try think it's terrible. It's going to split up
to respond to that as much as we can." a lot of tight groups that have formed
here. It's very disheartening when good
Bolding also said Ashby residents friends can't live together." S
were responsible for a lot of vandalism
Gough also claims males are being
to university property because of their discriminated against.
wild living habits.
"We want Ashby to stay a male
Living habits in Ashby "must be
1
changed," he said. "It's not a lifestyle dorm," he said. "We have a tradition
option we want to offer here. It's a here. Men can get together here and
rowdy,
noisy,
damaging, have a nice place to live."
alcohol-abusing style. I've had several
Leighton Webb, a resident adviser in
calls from parents of Ashby residents Ashby, said, "I think it's pretty unfair

on the whole.
"It's almost like a fraternity, and it's
being broken up. A lot of guys who've
lived here two years, aren't going to get
a room next year."
However, Webb said the lifestyle
changes were mostly brought on by
Ashby residents themselves.
"If they (residents) had shown a little
discipline, they might not be getting
displaced," he said. "We had something
like $700 in vandalism last month."
Ashby resident Rich Deller said, "It's
a shame that one of the real traditions
left at the university is going to be past
history. The one thing we wanted to do
before graduation was live in this dorm,
and now we can't.
"Things have been a lot quieter since
the administration came in and said to
calm down. Now they're just trying to
alienate us from the university," he
said.
"I don't think it's fair that there are
more all-girl dorms in the Bluestone
area," he said. "I think if men want to
live in an all-male dorm it's their
choice."
Ashby resident John Farmakides said,
"They're really ruining a tradition here
at JMU by turning Ashby coed. The
campus is going downhill in terms of
lifestyle.
"The whole thing is detrimental," he
said. "When we're alumni, we're not
going to give any donations."

Students need to ponder future, reporter says
By Martin Rosendahl
staff writer

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN

Ethel Payne

Students should think about how they
want to change the world in the next
century, a veteran journalist and
columnist told students here Monday.
"There are so many problems that
face us today where we don't have the
answers," said Ethel Payne, who served
as White House correspondent during
the Eisenhower administration.
"We think that you have the
answers," she said. "My role here
tonight is to provoke you into thinking
about the future and what you can do to
change the shape of the world as it is."
Payne's speech was one of several
events commemorating Delta Sigma
Theta's annual Founders Week. It was
held in room B of the Warren Campus
Center.
"We are disturbed about the aura of
scandals that seem to surround us these
days," Payne said, referring to issues
such as the Iranian arms scandal.'drug
use among athletes, and the recent Jim
Bakker bribe scandal.
"AU of these things are a pattern of
ethics ... on public policy that has

shaken the whole world," she said.
"Whether you reai.ze it or not, you,
as students, are involved in what is
going to happen to this country," she
said.
National scandals are issues in which
"you as young people are defmitely
involved because what the world will be
like depends largely upon what you and
your perception is and what your
contribution is," Payne said.
"Each one of you has a role in
shaping the next world. As you go into
the 21st centrury, what will you bring
with you?" she asked.
After the 15-minute speech, she led a
discussion by asking members of the
audience how they perceive the world
now and what they would like to see
happen in the 21st century.
Payne has been a journalist for 35
years. She has written articles covering
the Nigerian Civil War in 1967 and the
Vietnam War.
Payne also is a lifetime member of
the NAACP.
She is a syndicated columnist and a
commentator for a radio show in
Chicago. She also appears on
WHMA-TV at Howard University.
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/your parents to stay with us while they
visit you (you'll like it too)
This bed & breakfast inn
THE

PUMPKIN
HOUSE
INN,
LTD

was Duilt circa 1847 &

features Victorian & country
rooms - some with private
bath & fireplace - and is
furnished with antiques.
In scenic countryside 8 miles
south of JMU on RT. 11
between 181 exits 60 & 61

em
HOC will
SQUIHt
MILL

Locat0d off Pon Road>

gag of MI, right on
Devon Lane at top of hill

Six, nine, & twelve month
leases available
Call Valeri or Colleen at 434-2220

■ Full size washer & dryer
■ Wall-to-wall carpet
■Pool
■ Tennis courts
■ Club house
■ Small pets allowed
■ Fully equipped kitchen
■ 1.2.&3 bedroom townhouses and garden
apartments
■ Excellent bus service
to JMU
■ Air conditioned
■ $100 Security deposit

eOuTE 2. BOX 155 (703) 434-6963
Mr. CBAWRXD. VIQGINIA 22841

\

GET YOUR TAX FORMS
AT KINKO'S THIS YEAR
This ywr you can Ret your tax forms at Kinkos. Thais good, because the government
is no longer distributing forms the way they used to
And when vou finish filling out the forms, you get one free set of copies of your
personal return That's good. too. because you can i pay tax on free copies

kinkcs

Vet's f^ace
Chinese and 'Bar-'B-Que Carry Out

here's an Alternative (Delivery
from Ofarrisonbur/j's^ufj Chinese fooddelivery
fresh, hot Chinese food delivered to your ptace
on or off campus
Off campus minimum $10.00 purchase
CHECK* $^S cKXRffL

434-4653

Great copies. Great people.

L
The ULTIMATE JMZ1 Student Community

JIFFY 66 & MARKET
PORT REPUBLIC ROAD
MUST HAVE VALID DRIVER'S LICENSE

COORS
6 PK
COORSLT
12PK
OLDMILW
12PK
OLD MILW
24 PK
STROHS & LT
6 PK
GOEBEL
6 PK
ROLLING ROCK
6 PK
WHT. MTN. COOLERS
HEINEKEN
6PK
BUD SUITCASES (24)
MICHELOB-REG.LIGHT.DARK
BUD & LIGHT
12 PK
BUD & LIGHT BOTTLES

2.59
5.49
4.49
8.49
2.39
1.59

1.59
1.79
4.09

10.99
3.19

5.69
2.79

LONGNECKES AVAILABLE
KEGS -HEINEKEN $45.00 (OTHERS AVAILABLE)
MILK 1 GAL.
2.09
CIGARETTS REG.7.79 100'S7.79
COKE 6PK 16 0Z BOTTLES 2.09
PAPERS, MAGAZINES, SNACKS, ICE
HOT DOGS 2/$.95
THE PHILLIPS 66 ACROSS FROM HO-JO
433-8559

WWACCL'BTI'HQ 'Rzs'L'Rywnaxs
MJD150X
MXXOK

fO%87-88

MMflSC&i MXttpI^ offers fuliy furnished units untfu
*2&3'B1i .
* fireplaces
* Ceiling fans
* All Appliances
* fRJJL 'Water, Stiver
& 'Basic Cable TV
&MO'R£

"PLUS
* 'Weight %gonx
* Tarty %gom
"Hot Tub
*¥ool
* Tennis Court
* Laundry facilities
* 'Bus Service

And... MmOmiCMQ. ...Our4<BedroomTozmhousts
'HL'W for fall!! Only 20 available ■ so act fast!
'Kentsfrom $135 ■ $160perperson
1(pommate Locating Stroke

CALL<tiO<Wl 434-6166
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SDI beset with problems, speaker says
By Alessandra Griffiths
staff writer
President Reagan's Strategic Defense
Initiative contains problems and
contradictions that make it unfeasible,
said a JMU poltical science professor
here Tuesday.
"The program's goals are conflicting
and contradictory in nature, and the
original vision of an all-encompassing
protective nuclear shield will be
impossible to realize," said Dr.
Anthony Eksterowicz, speaking at a
JMU Nuclear Awareness Symposium
this week.
Eksterowicz delivered a speech titiled
"The Strategic Defense Initiative:
Visions and Illusions" at the two-day
symposium sponsored by the JMU
Geography Club and the JMU chapter
of United Campuses Against Nuclear
War.
"The president's original vision of a
defensive shield against nuclear ballistic
missiles is no longer the sole vision,"
Eksterowicz said. "A more limited
vision of strategic defense involving
short-term protection or defense of
American land-base ballistic missiles
[ICBMs] is now emerging.
"Defense of missiles and not
population centers might make missiles
more survivable and invulnerable,"
Eksterowicz said. "This would
strengthen the very doctrine the
administration has proclaimed
immoral," he said.
SDI is a proposed space-based
denfensive missile and laser system that
would destroy incoming enemy
missiles before they hit either defense
or population targets.
"One must question the sincerity of
the SDI proponents," Eksterowicz said.
"The defense of !and-bascd offensive

missile forces is the real goal of the
SDI program."
Reagan's switch from an offensive to
defensive nuclear policy occurred
mosUy without debate or understanding
from defense bureaucrats, Eksterowicz
said.
"The policy shift occurred within the
White House," he said. "The 1980s
ushered in a new era concerning
strategic nuclear policy and arms
control. During the Reagan presidency,
critics of arms control were placed in
high policy-making positions."
Reagan's goal is to escape from a
policy of mutually assured destruction
[MAD] which ensures that any nation
initiating a nuclear attack will be
destroyed, Eksterowicz said.
The escape from MAD that SDI
creates through increased dependence on
technology is a mere illusion, he said.
"In the 1980s, the stage was set for
mutual destruction and the big paradox
is that we are using technology to
escape technology," he said. "If the
visions of SDI would become a reality,
the world would be radically
transformed."
He said there are two goals for SDI: a
protective coating for the U.S. against
Soviet attack; and to "provide defense
for the nation's retaliatory force of
missiles," he said.
"If the second vision is in reality the
goal, then we have not escaped from
mutual assured . destruction,"
Eksterowicz said
"The U.S. has developed a
counter-force and a counter-population
strategy to destroy either enemy
missiles or population centers,
Eksterowicz said.
"In reality the distinction between
counter-city and counter-force weapons
may prove to be chimerical, for

Dr. Anthony Eksterowicz

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP

wind-blown radiation cannot Uses of Space."
discriminate between military and
Eksterowicz also said SDI has "placed
civilian targets," he said.
the entire arms control process in
"In the past, whenever the U.S. has jeopardy.
sought technological answers to
"There has to be public debate on this
complex political problems, it has because after all it is our future," he
made matters worse," Eksterowicz said, said. "Leadership must not only come
quoting Herbert York, author of from the elite, it must come from the
"Nuclear Deterrence and the Military people."

SGA kills bill opposing UCAM demonstration
By Morgan Asnton
SGA reporter
, The SGA killed a bill of opinion opposing a JMU
student group's participation in a march supporting
a nuclear weapons test ban, at it's meeting Tuesday.
Student Government Association senators defeated
the bill by a vote of 30 to four with five abstentions
Cleveland senator Maria Duncan proposed the bill.
The bill called for the SGA to formally oppose
the JMU chapter of United Campuses Against
Nuclear War's involvement in the march in
Washington D.C. today.
The bill stated "it is imperative that the U.S.
remain competitive in an attempt to deter a nuclear
attack by this (USSR) terrorist nation."
Duncan later said she regretted the wording of the
proposal.
"I realize it should not have been worded against
the UCAM march, because I understand that some

senators felt flie issue at hand was a good one but
that we couldn't prohibit someone from going," she
said.
Converse senator Nanci Campbell spoke out
against the bill because "as a student government, I
don't feel we have the right to go on record in
opposition to any group on campus.
"By passing the proposal, the SGA would be
opposing something into which trillions of dollars
are funnelled. Money that could help improve social
conditions," Campbell said.
UCAM member James O' Hear said the march's
goal is to lobby for a comprehensive test ban on
nuclear weapons, and not against the U.S nuclear
arsenal as some senators had,worried.
"We're hearing a lot of political positions here,"
said Greek senattr Chris Babb, "But I'd hate to see
the student body government come out in
opposition to letting a group express its point of
view.

"I don't agree with what their position is, but hell,
I'm not going to stand up and bar the door," Baab
said.
After the vote, commuter senator John Martin said
that some senators were voting for themselves and
not their constituents.
The senate should focus more on cuts in fjnancial
aid and other "top priority projects such as voter
registration," Martin said.
In other business, the senate unanimously passed
a bill of opinion calling for 24-hour visitation
options, and the abolishment of the "no show no
vote" rule in residence halls. The bill must go to
the SGA Executive Council for final approval.
Also during the meeting, Campbell proposed a
bill of action calling for the current 25 cents dairy
fine for overdue library books to be reduced to 5
cents. The proposal was referred to the Student
Services Committee.
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JMU Rangers
place 4th in
competition
Nine Rangers from the JMU ROTC
program placed fourth in a ranger
competition among 12 other schools
from the East Coast this weekend at Ft.
Bragg, N.C.
The first ROTC region, which
consists of 114 other schools on the
East Coast held a competition in
November to determine who would be
represented in last week's regional
competition.
LL Col. Charles Magaw, head of the
Military Science department, said the
competition was an "Iron Man
[competition) at team level."
The competition was divided into six
areas, which included physical fitness,
military skills, markmanship and rope
bridge tests.
According to student ranger
commander, Paul Rath, "Stress is
overcome by teamwork ... We have a
very well-rounded team, and this
eliminated some of the stress."
Of the rangers that competed last
weekend, all were male students. There
were four seniors, three juniors, one
sophomre and one freshman.
In addition, JMU ranger David
"^elmonte has been chosen to

participate in Ranger School, beginning
in late May. The school will involve
nine weeks of difficult training in
several Southern states.

Former TV exec
to give lecture
Television network news coverage of
polidcal events will be the topic of a
series of lectures by a former television
network executive next week at James
Madison University.
Elmer W. Lower will offer two
ongoing lectures titled "Television and
the U.S. Presidential Election Process,"
and "The Anatomy of Network News."
The lectures are spread throughout the
week and will be continued from one
session to the next.
The former news executive will
discuss how television plays a major
role in presidential elections and will
analyze how the networks cover the
news from day to day.
Lower began his career by working
with CBS for six years in Washington
and New York. At NBC, he was
Washington bureau chief and later
became corporate vice president in New
York. Lower then began 15 years with
ABC as president of ABC News and
later became corporate vice president.
Lower was also a journalist prior to
his career in television. He spent six
years working for LIFE magazine and

N

three years with the Associated Press.
Honors received by Lower include:
two Emmy awards, Robert Eunson
Award given by the Associated Press, a
medal from the Writers Guild of
America, and induction into the
Journalism Hall of Fame by Sigma
Delta Chi, society of Professonal
Journalists.
Lower received his bachelor's degree
in journalism from the University of
Missouri and his master's degree from
Columbia University. He also attended
Northwestern University and
Georgetown University.
Lower was a visiting scholar a JMU
in 1978. He has tought at the
University of Missouri, Syracuse
University, Columbia University, Ohio
University, San Diego State
University, Brigham Young University,
Univeristy of Kansas, and Hunter
College.
Lectures will be at various times
from Monday, April 6 through April 10
in JMU's Anthony-Seeger Hall. For
more information, call the
Communication Department oficc at
568-6228.

JMU hosts aging
seminar this week
The Fourteenth Annual Seminar on
Aging today and tomorrow at JMU will
explore ways a community may care for
its elderly and teach care givers to be

For Rent
ErV

Free

30 oz. tumblers given I
to the 1st 5O0 people

STEP

I grow

JMl

CUSS OF 1989
RING PREMIERE
THURSDAY APRIL 9,1987
7 EM. -12 MIDNIGHT
CONVOCATION CENTER
Music By:

Chuck Taylor and the All Stars
Director:
Debbie Benjamin
Producer:
—
Judi Colm

JQSTL

Class Ring Orders Will be
Warren Campus Center 10a.m

The theme for this year's conference
of the Virginia National Organization
For Women is "Women Preserving
Choices For Generations To Come."
The conference will be held at
Massanetta Springs Friday through
Sunday.
President of NOW Ellie Smeal will
lead a panel discussion Saturday. Other
speakers include Sister Jeanine
Grammick one of the Vatican 24 and
Leslie Wolfe, director of Project for
Equal Educational Rights.
Worshops will explore issues such as
teen pregnancy, leadership development,
ERA, pay equity, homosexuality and
the church, and combatting racism.
The conference is open to NOW
members and non-members.
For registration information, contact
Julie Cloninger at 433-9245 or Suzanne
Auckerman at 828-2065.

For Rent

For Rent

— Prefer Non-Smoking Grad or
Older Student
— Includes: Fireplace. Dog.
Yard. Etc.
— About 25 minutes from campus
— $125/month plus 1/2 utilities

THE

PRESENTS
CIASS0F1W)

President of NOW
to speak in area
for Va. conference

Free

30 oz tumblers given
to the 1st 500 people

V

For Rent

more effective in their roles.
Director of the Center for Social
Research in Aging at the the University
of Miami will be the keynote speaker.
He will discuss "Aging in the Caring
Community: Implications of Life
Extension for the Quality of Life" at
9:15 a.m. today in Grafton-Stovall
Theatre.

Also Starring: JMl' Ring Committee
Pam Torok
Randy Cover
Leslie Bekher
Stephanie Musso
I .aura II ay den
Mare Michaels
Brian Donahue
Kalhy Arnold
Julie Hougosian
Jamie Rorrer
Margie Berendsen Tiffany KrkUsen
BooFrisbee
Donna (.hildrcss
Kristin Mi limes
Sharvn Whitlock
Jennifer Shirlev
Leslie Muling
Beth Rilee
April 10. SGAOfflce
AprU '«. Room C I
April 13.
RooraB
April IS* 16 Room AI

Private Room In Fully Furnished Riverfront House
Call Phil at 867-5786 (leave message)
For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

CALL PATRICK REAL ESTATE AT 4&255&
FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING

HOUSING BROCHURE NOW AVAILABLE.
FEATURING LUXURY APARTMENTS ATUNIVERSITY PLACE
3 Bedrooms -2 Baths
MADISON GARDENS
3 Bedrooms--2 Baths
DUKE GARDEN APARTMENTS
1,xo
3 Bedrooms -2.5 Baths
MADISON SQUARE
3 Bedrooms-2.5 Baths
•1
REAL ESTATE
CO
1
YCLUB
VB ?
COURT
"S
No.it,
»»».
»i wmw*,.. Vkatnn »«"
3 Bedrooms--2.5 Baths

PATRICK

L oll

»

"q

•

Monogam.nl

•

Sola*

■a. ■' m
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Duncan seeks treasury unopposed
By Heather Dawson

-staff writer

"I really enjoy working for the
treasury. I felt like it was the office I
had the best understanding of and the
one I would enjoy the most," said
Maria Duncan, the unopposed candidate
for SGA treasurer.
Duncan, a sophomore, began her
career with the SGA last year as senator
for Hillside. She also served as a
member of the finance committee.
This year she is chairperson of that
committee. With SGA president Greg
Gromada and treasurer Greg Usiskin she
serves on the special advisory board for
the contingency account. She is also
responsible for front-end budgeting.
Duncan-wants people to know that
she can do the job. "I do have the
experience and qualifications. I ran for
treasurer last year."
During her campaign last year,
Duncan said, her main goal was to

revise the way the contingency account
was handled. This year, she feels, "Greg
Usiskin and myself were very good at
making it work."

"Someone was running against me, but
that person dropped out. I don't feel that
people don't care."
Most of the finance committee

"I hope I can continue a good working
relationship with the different campus
organizations."
-Maria Duncan
This year, she says, she wants to
maintain that leadership.
"We had . . .a very objective finance
commitjee this year... That's made the
difference in the finance committee.
We've tried to be objective [and]
unbiased," Ducan said.
The fact that she's running unopposed
doesn't bother her, Duncan said.

members are graduating, she explained,
so many possible candidates for the
office were eliminated.
"I look forward to working" with
other students as treasurer, Duncan said.
"I hope 1 can continue a good working
relationship with the different campus
organizations."

JMU professor
dies of tumor

i

James Rex Riley, 48, an
associate professor of music at
JMU, died Sunday afternoon from
a brain tumor at Rockingham
"Memorial Hospital.
Riley taught composition and
music theory, and composed
several musical works throughout
his career.
Riley composed the JMU alma
mater and a work for JMU*s 75th
anniversary celebration in 1983.
Several of Riley's other works
have been published and performed
in numerous U.S. cities and in
London.
Surviving are Riley's wife,
mother, his three children and two
sisters.
Plans are underway to establish a
music scholarship in memory of
Dr. Riley. Contributions have
already been received for this

POLICEFILE

Two charged
with misuse
of a vehicle
By Amy Porter
assistant news editor

A student and a non-student were
arrested and charged with for
unauthorized use of a vehicle about
12:45 a.m. Friday after a pizza delivery
woman left her car running in front of
Way land Hall to make a delivery at the
dorm, police said.
Student Casey S. Lockard, 21, of
McLean, and non-student Michael P.
Clark, 25, of Verona, allegedly drove an
orange 1977 Ford Pinto and left it on
Paul Street, police said.
They were also charged and arrested
for petty larceny after they allegedly
consumed the pizza and the drinks in
the car, police said.
Campus police also reported the
following:
Driving under the Influence
•Non-student Ronald C. Lowrey. 30,
of Keezletown vyas charged and
arrested with DUI about 10:15 p.m.
March 25 on South Main Street and
Cantrell Avenue, police said.'
Grand larceny
•About $450 in cash, a necklace and
Vuarnet sunglasses reportedly were
stolen from a student's car parked in
D-lot between 3:20 p.m. and 5 p.m.
March 25, police said.
The estimated value of the necklace
and sunglasses was $245.
•Clothing was reported stolen from
outside Weaver Hall about 9 p.m. March

26. A resident there threw his duffle bag
full of clothes outside his window where
his car was parked, but drove off
without the bag, police said.
The estimated value of the clothes
was $278.
•An automatic transmission was
reported stolen from a garage at the
maintenance center about 8:30 a.m.
March 26, police said.
The transmission was a General
Motors turbo guide Model 350 for a
Chevrolet truck. It had an estimated
value of $225.
•A man's Bridgestone bicycle was
reportedly stolen between 10:30 a.m.
Friday and 12:40 a.m. Saturday from
the front porch of Gifford Hall, police
said.
It was a 36" bike, Model 200, and had
an estimated value of $200.
• A man's 6-speed Ross Diamond
Cruiser bicycle was reported stolen
about 1 p.m. Saturday from a hallway in
the C-section of Ikenberry Hall, police
said.
The black bike had an estimated
value of $200.
Providing false Information
• A female student was charged
judicially Friday after she used a faculty
member's parking decal on her car,
police said.
A judicial charge is made when
university policy is vioiated. It is
reviewed by university officials. Police
do not release the names of the
students charged judicially.
Obscene phone call
•A student was charged judicially
about 1 a.m. Saturday when the student
called a room in' Hanson Hall, police
said.
Petty larceny
•A Technics turntable was reportedly

stolen between 6 p.m. March 23 and 9
a.m. March 24 from a sound booth in
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre, police said.
The value was unknown.
•A 10-speed bicycle was reportedly
stolen between Saturday and Sunday
from the Eagle Hall bike rack, police
said. The bike was dark red and brand
name is unknown. Engraved on the
crossbar is the name Carr and the
number 272460677. The bike was worth
$120.
•A Sony Walkman was reportedly
stolen between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.
Saturday from an unlocked locker in
Gibbons Dining Hall, police said.
•A TDK 90-minute tape was in the
Walkman. The two items had an
estimated value of $60.
•Two textbooks were reported stolen
from a bookbag on the first floor stacks
in the library about 2 p.m. Monday,
police said.
• One literature book had the
student's name written inside and had
an estimated value of $20. A
government book had an estimated
value of $30.
Police said the student went to
Anderson Brothers to replace the books
and found her missing books there.
Anderson Brothers, who bought the
books from three males, gave her the
book with her name written in it
• Three males reportedly stole
lingerie from the Alpha Sigma Tau and
Phi Mu houses about 2:20 a.m.
Tuesday, police said. One male was
identified and charged judicially. The
lingerie was found hanging from a tree
outside the Sigma Kappa house, police
said.
•A palm tree was reportedly stolen
from a board room in Chandler Hall
between March 3 and March 10, police
said. The tree had an estimated value of
$90.

Vandalism
•A fire alarm system in Hoffman Hall
was reported damaged March 21 when
two pull-stations, four horns and wiring
were tampered with on all three floors of
the dorm, police said. Damage was
estimated at $820.
•A beer bottle was reportedly thrown
through the rear window of a car parked
at the Sigma Pi house between 10:45
p.m. Friday and 8:30 a.m. Saturday,
police said. Damage was estimated at
$250.
•A car parked in X-lot was reportedly
scatched with a key or a coin between
March 21 and March 24, police said.
The scratch on the rear right door
measured nine inches and the total
damages are unknown.
•A window on the second floor, east
end stairway of Wayland Hall was
reported broken about 11 p.m. Friday,
police said. Damage was estimated at
$10.
Verbal abuse
•A faculty member verbally abused a'
groundsman in the Burruss Hall parking
lot about 11:15 a.m. Tuesday. The
faculty member, mistaking the
groundsman for a ticket writer, was
yelling to him about receiving a parking
ticket, police said.
Police turned the matter over to
academic affairs.
Recovered property
•Gongs reported stolen from Duke
Fine Arts Center were recovered about
2 p.m. March 25 after police received an
anonymous phone call directing them to
the Hoffman Hall trash room, police
said. The gongs were found there.
•A bicycle reported stolen January
1986 from Godwin Hall was recovered
this week in Savannah, GA, police said.
Tha bike belonged to JMU graduate
Marinette Urquhart who was killed in
Chicago last semester.
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WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO
CALL YOUR PARENTS?
a) When you're stuck in your room because
someone "pennied" your door.
b) When you spent all your money playing
video games and you still have to buy books
for Developmental Psych.
c) When you just miss hearing their voices
and telling them what you've been doing.
/—'

One thing about parents: they love to hear what you've been up to.
But you should call them anyway.
And when they ask where you were last night, tell them that you
always call using AT&T Long Distance Service because of
AT&T's high quality service and exceptional
_«value.
When they ask how your studies are going, remind them that
AT&T gives you immediate
credit if you dial a wrong
number.
And when they ask about
your plans for the weekend, note
that you can count on AT&T for
clear long distance connections.
^^
And when, at last, they praise
' you for using AT&T, then—and only
then—you might want to mention those
Psvch books.
.
L

AT&T
The right choice
c I986AT&T
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Wall Street
recovers after
drop in market

Guest speakers offer insight
to students at Career Day
By Brian Carter

Wall Street recovered slightly Wednesday
from the severe drops in the Dow Jones
Industrial average last Friday and Monday.
The Dow Jones average of 30 industrialists
rose 11.36 points to a 2,316.05 average.
On Monday, the Dow average fell 57.39
points to 2,278.41, its third-largest daily drop
in history. The average was down 36.79
points on Friday.

business editor

Tax assistance days
to be offered by BAP
Free tax assistance for low income and
elderly taxpayers in the community will be
provided this Saturday by the Beta Alpha Psi
Fraternity of JMU.
The accounting fraternity is continuing its
free tax assistance service this year as part of
the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA)
sponsored by the IRS. The volunteers are all
junior and senior accounting majors.
All federal forms and other pertinent
information should be brought to the Warren
Campus Center Room C on either April 4 or
11 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. to take advantage
of the program.

Dollar drops despite
Japan's intervention
The dollar recovered modestly against
European currencies, but lost more ground to
the Japanese yen despite intervention from the
Bank of Japan.
In an attempt to strengthen the dollar, the
Bank of Japan sold yen to purchase one
billion American dollars. However, the dollar
still slipped to 145.83 yen compared with
Monday's 146.25.
Japan has resisted the dollar's decline
because a weaker U.S. currency makes
Japanese exports less competitive.

Jam$on Report
(JMU investment club)
Jam$on Prices

prices

Thurt

- from staff and wire reports

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP

Guest speaker Glenn Graham speaks to
students during a Career Day session
on Wednesday.

Students from all majors gathered Wednesday to
attend JMU's sixth annual Career Day symposium in
the campus center.
The symposium, co-sponsored by Madison
Marketing Association and Beta Alpha Psi, had two
purposes, according to MMA President John
VanGrinsven. First, it provided an opportunity for
students to listen and interact with people who are
already into their careers.
"It also served as a method of showing JMU as a
quality institution on a national level," VanGrinsven
said.
Career Day featured 23 guest speakers from 17
professional firms and corporations across the United
States.
"These people will go back and say, 'Wow, what a
great bunch of students that school has,'"
VanGrinsven said.
The day was npt just for business students.
According to VanGrinsven , over 60 percent of
JMU's graduates will end up working in a
business-related field, while only 40 percent are
members of the College of Business.
John Jamieson, a marketing manager for IBM,
stressed the importance of ambition and
self-motivation in the business world over a formal
education in business.
See CAREERS page 11

Musical investments

The high cost of playing in a band
By Brian Carter
business editor

"We don't usually make much money when we
play, but that's OK. We get to play, drink and have a
good time," said Jeff Baker, lead guitarist for the
Skanks.
Baker is only one of many area band members who
has found that his hobby, though rewarding in many
ways, is not always profitable.
In many cases, a band's expenses will nearly equal
the amount the band makes for playing.
A typical night at The Mystic Den, one of
Harrisonburg's most popular live music bars, will net
The Skanks' three members about S20 each after all
expenses are paid.
"The Skanks were one of the more popular bands
when they played a lot in the past," said Paul Hill,
former keyboard player for Third Wave. "Some bands
actually end up paying to play."
Most music groups get their revenue from a door
cover charge. A few arc able to negotiate a guaranteed
flat rate with the place they plan to play at, but flat
rates are not common.

"Bars make their money through beer sales," Baker
said. "They expect [the band] to bring in enough of a
crowd for them to make a profit, but if it's a slow
night and they don't sell much beer, they don't want
to compound their losses by having to pay the band a
lot of money."
Most bars also leave the groups in charge of their
own promotions, which adds a dimension of cost in
terms of time, money, and effort put into hanging
flyers and advertising.
A modern rock band needs a host of expensive
equipment by its side to perform effectively. Groups
who cannot afford to buy all of their own equipment
most rent it from either Ace Music or from a
non-merchant source, such as another band.
The Jellyfish Blues Band, like most area bands,
does not own a PA system, so it rents a system from
Chuck Taylor and the All Stars for $100 a night.
"Equipment could cost a lot less," drummer Dean
Lcipsner said, "but we go forJygh-quality
stuff."
<TMh
See BANDS page 11 >
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I TOWN & CAMF

HOLLYTOURT

uOHQcpn

PREGNANT?

Townhouse Condominiums

Tired of Dormitory Life?

used, new & collectible

Free Confidential HelpJ
Free Pregnancy Test

a
y^^^witutr St

Holly Court Townhouse Condominiums odor one, two and three
bedroom townhouses within 3 minutes of JMU. Priced from $36,900.
Buy and rent rooms to help with monthly payments.
If you desire more information or would like information sent to
parents, please call:

IRTHRIGHT
434-0003

Hallie Dinkel, agent 826-4026
B
TOLD DOMINION REALTY, INC.
ElO^DDOMIM

Hamaonburg VA ggBOT.

tfr^pg*^
1435 S. MAIN STREET, HARRISONBURG, VA
OPEN 24 HRS. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
WE ACCEPT JMU STUDENT CHECKS FOR AMOUNT OF PURCHASE

BUSCHM

STUDIO P.HD.
m-Th: 9-8, Fri: 9-5
434-8188

107 E. Elizabeth Street.
(across from th» Post Office)

NATURAL UGHT

COCA-COLA
PRODUCTS

$419

a

$

209

$109

Gamma

a bowl

6 Pick/16 01 NUB'«
fus nmjCAiu TUB

12 Pack/12 oz. cans
Must Have Proper I.D.

DORITOS
TORTILLA CHIPS
ALL FLAVORS

LG POTATO CHIPS ESKIMO
11 oz. Bag
Eta.

Fashion Show

All Flavors

followed by the
Delta Sigma Theta and Omega Psi Phi

Cabaret '87

59

kaCiMmla-

ii$i

m

&

££ $149
7 OZ. BAG

jffigV 11oz. BAG OC(p

April 4,1967 Melrose Lodge, Hwy 11 N
7-00pm-3:00am
Harrlsonburg.VA
Presented byJames Madison University Chapters
Proceeds Beneflt:Scholarsh»p Fund

CORSAGES 4
B0UT0NNIERES,
FRESH FLOWERS,
BALLOONS <£
HOUSEPLANTS •

12 pack

%

VALUABll

FREE
16 oz.
SLURPEE

COUPON"

SUPER
BIG GULP
44 OZ.

w

(3)

$.69

UMTT1 PER COUPON

WITH COUPON

SUPER ^
VALUES! ^
Rent Hit Movies
as low as *| AO a day!
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Careers

and then "go for it.

> (Continued from page 9)

"Once you get out of school, grades
don't mean anything," he said.
But Jamieson also was quick to point
out the value of his college degree in
accounting by recommending
accounting classes to "anyone who
plans to go into the business world.
"Accounting gives great insight into
the financial ramifications of the
business world," he said.
Other guest speakers also stressed the
importance of ambition during the first
few years in a career.
Mary Ehlbeck, co-owner of Beverly
Industries, a women's wear design firm,
told students to choose a career carefully

and students met at the Sheraton Inn for
"Search the market Don't jump into an informal social hour, followed by a
one job right away," she said
dinner and an MMA awards ceremony.
"But once you find what you like, The dinner allowed students to meet and
take any job you can to get into the speak with guests on a one-to-one
field,...and work hard. If you're basis, according to VanGrinsven.
ambitious, you'll move up quickly.
Guests were given formal escorts,
"When I went into the working mostly from MMA and BAP. The
world, I was looking for a job. But escorts showed their respective guests
today that's different. You will be around campus and handled any other
looking for a career, so take special care need the guest may have had.
in your choice," Ehlbeck said.
"I will be escorting Mr. Jamieson,"
Attendance at the symposium was junior Ron Tamol said. "But he has
larger than in past years. "The showing already seen the campus because he has
was great," VanGrinsven said. "We been here before, so we will probably
averaged 40-50 people per speaker, and go straight to the Sheraton."
no session had less than 25 people."
The symposium cost an estimated
Following the day's sessions, guests $4500-$5000, most of which was raised

by MMA. The SGA helped sponsor
Career Day by paying the remainder of
the-costs.
Tamol, a member of MMA, helped
with the publicity side of the
symposium by helping to sell
advertisements that appeared in the
Career Day pamphlet.
"We still didn't cover the printing
costs of the pamphlet with the ads," he
said. "But they were a great way to let
people know about the symposium.
"This day was a great success. It
really gave students a chance to see
what the real world has to offer, and
what they need to do to get it,"
Added VanGrinsven, "We hope next
year will be even bigger."

Bands
(Continued from page 9)

its own lighting system. "That cost us about off-campus spots, rarely sponsors live bands.
$3,000," Leipsner said, "but it saves us from having Therefore, The Mystic Den is left with the burden of
to rent a system.
providing a place large enough to accomodate large
crowds of students. Other places, such as The Little
"The instruments also cost each of us a lot of
Grill and Calhoun's, have live bands but lack enough
money individually. My drum set, for example, cost
room for many of the most popular groups.
about $1,000 while the guitars probably cost close to
Mark said the demand for large systems has grown that as well," he said.
Still, many bands are willing to take the time to
in recent years. "If you don't reserve ahead, we
advertise, practice, setup, play, and break down the
Despite the high costs, the number of bands in the equipment for what many times amounts to less than
probably won't have any of the big equipment on any
area
is growing, which makes competition to play $1 per hour of work. "We're a budget band, we only
given weekend," he said.
more fierce than in the past.
charge $2 cover," Baker said. "As long as we break
The Jellyfish Blues Band is the only area band with
JM's Pub and Deli, one of the most popular even, we're happy. We just like to play."

The cost of equipment rental can range from
$40-$100, according to Ace Music manager Chuck
Marks. "Forty dollars will get you either a complete
small [PA] system, or speakers for a larger system,"
Mark said.

has now moved to their new. cleaning plant

Quality Cleaners
to give you

*'Better (Prices
* "Better Marking
Clip this coupon
pants-$2.00
suit jackets-$2.00
sweaters-$2.00

skirts-$2.00
shirts-$0.80
other jackets-$3.50

Mon-Fri
8:00-6:00
Sat 8:30-5:00
924 S. High Street

Located 5 blocks south
of Harrisonburg High

433-2851
434-1444
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GO FROM COLLEGE TO THE ARMY
WITHOUT MISSING A BEAT.
The hardest thing about break
ing into professional
music is—well, breaking into professional
music. So if you're
lroking for an opportunity to turn your
musical talent into
a full-time performing carder, take a
gootflrok at the
Army.
It's not
all parades
and John Philip
Sousa. Army
bands rock,
waltz and boogie
as well as march,
and they perform
before concert au
diences as well
as spectators
With an average

of 40 performances a month, there's read music, performing in the Army
also the opportunity for travel could be your big break. Write:
not only across America, but possibly Chief, Army Bands Office. Fort
abroad.
Benjamin Harrison. IN 46216-5005.
Most important, you can
Or call toll free 1-800- USA-ARMY.
expect a first-rate professional environment
from your instructors,
facilities and fellow
musicians. The Army
has educational
programs that
can help you
pay for offduty instruction, and if
you qualify, even
elp you
repay
your
federally-insured
student loans.
Dr
If you can sight-

ARMY BAND.
BE AU YOU CAN BE.

*

s
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COMICS
BLOOM COUNTY

Berke Breathed

THE FAR SIDE

had them at) removed last
week and boy. do I feel great.

YABBER

Dorsey

-Gary Larson

Early plnatas

"Well. Frank s hoping tot a male and I'd like
a little female ... But. really, we'll both be
conten? if it just has six eyes and eight legs."
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR

RENT

Two guys - looking for a place this summer?
Two individual rooms, one bathroom, W/D,
microwave, HBO, etc!!! You would live with
two girls who think guys are the best kind
of roommate - less problems, more fun! Call
433-3302. Ask for Doug, Brad, Cathy or
Diane.
Room for summer rent - in a 4 bedroom, 2
bath townhouse, AC, pool. University
Court. Contact Karen (703) 573-5243
Wanted - 2 roommates for next year.
University Court $145/mo. Give us a call we're in a bind. Sarah x7491
Special Times At The Country Place - 2 BR
cabin or 5 BR lodge with waterbed,
fireplaces, canoeing, near Shenandoah
River. $75 up. Call 1-743-4007 evenings
or Gail Price, Communications Dept.
1-2 Occupancy - Summer, across from
campus, rent negotiable, x5912, x5711.
Sublet At Forest Hills for May & summer.
Fully furnished, master BR, for 1 or 2
people. Call Suzanne, 434-0946.
3 BRs In House - 2 blocks from campus,
W/D, in-ground pool, May-August.
$150/mo. plus utilities. 433-8621.
2 Rooms - University Court townhouse.
May, summer &/or '87-88 school year.
$150/mo. plus utilities (summer
negotiable). 433-3752.

Duke Apartments - The closest housing to
campus. Only 2 units left. Call now! Patrick
Real Estate. 433-2559.
1987-88 Housing Brochure now available
featuring Madison Gardens, Duke Garden
Apartments, University Place, older homes
close to campus & much more. Special rates
for early rentals. Patrick Real Estate,
433-2559.

3 BR Apartment - 3 girls, $150 each, 2
blocks from JMU, water & sewer furnished,
available August, 1 year lease, no pets,
433-8822.

5 BR House - Partially furnished, W/D,
private location, 8 blocks from campus.
August lease, $600/mo., 234-8317.

3 BR Duplex - Fully equipped kitchen, large
living room & dining room. 3 BRs, plenty of
closets, hook-up W/D; water, sewer &
garbage pick-up included; $160 each, 1
year lease, available immediately or July 1,
433-8822.

Storage Space - 200 sq. ft. units, $25/mo.
Call 896-2915 after 6 pm. Also van for
hire, reasonable rates.
Need 2 Females to share furnished master
BR/bathroom, new Madison Manor
townhouse, pool, Jacuzzi. Only $140/mo.
each. Call 434-9493.
Sublet Summer - 2 BR in house, practically
on campus, behind Wine-Price, W/D. Ask
for Karin or Joanne. 434-8321.
Female Needed - Non-smoker, apartment
across from campus. Call Marybeth,
434-8321.

Nice House For Rent This Summer - 4 BR,
2 baths, full kitchen, W. Water St.,
$115/mo. Call x5171.

Large Room Close To Campus - Female,
quiet, non-smoking, upperclassman,
434-0840.

Forest Hill Townhouse - 4 BR, 2 1/2 bath,
6 females, 1 year lease, partially furnished.
433-2366.

Rooms Available At University Place for 2
females. June/July. AC. DW_W/D. Near
campus. Price negotiable. Call Sherry,
433-5972.

Sublet The Cheapest Place In Town - 2
rooms available at Harris Gardens for
summer session. All utilities & AC included
in rent. Call Bill, 433-8179.
College Station - Single room available
May-summer, negotiable rent! 433-8637,
Tina.
Large Single Room - May & summer, behind
Wine-Price. Private bath. $90/mo.
Contact Betsy, 434-8321
3 Guys Needed at Duke Garden
Apartments (closest to campus). W/D,
furnished, female neighbors, full kitchen.
Mike or Randy, 433-5407.
Cheap - Hunters Ridge, May ($90)/
summer ($110/mo.) DW, W/D, AC, fully
furnished, microwave. Jeanne, Jenn, Chris,
Randi, 434-0207.
Sublet In Style - Madison Square
townhouse available June-August.
Furnished, convenient, price negotiable,
x5470.
3 Spacious BRs - Close to campus, LR,
kitchen, big backyard, low utilities, W/D,
$100/mo., May-August, call 433-5912

Large Apartment - 3 very large BRs, 4
females. Big kitchen/screened porch, back
yard, much privacy. 6 blocks from campus.
All utilities included. 4 @ $170, $680.
434-1940, 289-5055.
Deluxe Apartment - 3 females, private
BRs, fireplace, designer kitchen/grill
range, yard. 6 blocks to campus. Utilities
included. $585 (@ $195). 434-1940,
289-5055.
College Station - Fully furnished next to
campus, available Sep. 1987. Call D. Hadseli
at (703) 256-9591 or (202) 472-1100.
Forest Hills Townhouse • 5 BRs, 2 1/2
baths, girls, $160 each, 1 year lease, no
pets, available 7-1-87, 433-8822.
University Place - 3 BRs, 2 bath,
completely furnished including W/D; water,
sewer & garbage pick-up furnished; single
room $190; share room $155; available June
1,1 year lease, no pets, 433-8822.
2 Females To Share Room in College
Station summer & next school year.
$140/mo., summer lower. Call Beth,
433-6372.

Olds 81 Omega Brougham 2 Door Beautiful car, great condition, blue & silver
out, blue velour in. Buckets. Air, ps/pb,
am/fm/ cassette, AC. Automatic shift. 72K
miles. Now $2444. 433-1126.

Large 2 BR -1 year old equipped kitchen,
W/D hook-up, 1 mile from campus, water &
sewer furnished, available May 1, year lease,
no pets. $375, 433-8822.

New Luxury Furnished Condos - 4 BR unit,
2 full baths, DW, W/D, cable, $169 monthly
equivalent or $185/mo. Call Gloria at
H-Burg, 896-1500 or Tami, 433-9213.

Sublet Forest Hills Townhouse - Summer
session, $100/mo. 434-1763.

FOR SALE

University Place - Girls, 3 BR, 2 bath
condo, fully equipped kitchen, W/D, water
& sewer furnished; single room $165; share
room $150; 1 year lease, no pets, available
June 1,433-8822.

1977 Pontlac Ventura - 4 door, needs cam,
everything else excellent, $450 or best
offer. Sharp RT-10 tapedeck, $40. San
Marco ski boots size 10 1/2 W, $40.
Motobecane Moped, runs great, $180. Call
Bill, 433-8179.
Government Homes from $1 (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call 805-687-6000, Ext. GH-5526 for
current repo list

HELP

Large House Suitable For Group - 8 BRs.
No pets. 434-6447.
2 Houses - Each has 4 BRs. No pets.
434-6447.
2 Females To Sublet Room in furnished
University Place Condo. May-August.
$i00/mo. Close to campus. Call Maureen,
433-8069.

Salads Plus/Steakhouse - Now accepting
applications for employment. Office hours
Monday-Friday, 10 am - 4 pm.

2 BRs In Furnished House - 3 blocks from
campus! $l00/mo. Call Barrie or Heather,
433-1606.
University Place Condo available for rent
June '87-May '88. 3 BRs, 2 full baths, DW
included. Call Robyn, 433-3528.
Summer Sublet right next to Anthony
Seeger. Call Todd/Gary, 433-1460.
College Station room available for May/
summer. Call Amanda, 433-2179.

Have The Summer Of Your Life & get paid
for it! Come to the Poconos of Pennsylvania
& be a counselor at 1 of the top brother/
sister camps in America June 24 - Aug. 20.
* Counselor positions available in a wide raoge
of activities, including rocketry, arts &
crafts, photography, rock & rope climbers,
computer, canoe tripper, sailing, tennis,
athletics & water sports (W.S.I.) Call 800533-CAMP or write 407 Benson East,
Jenkintown, PA 19046.

Madison Square - 3 level townhouse
furnished for up to 5. $675. August
occupancy. Patrick Real Estate, 433-2559.

Summer Positions Available - Camp nurse,
camp counselors, ceramic specialist,
dance/music specialist, waterfront
specialist, head cook, athletic specialist.
Camp Tapawingo, a residential summer
camp for children & adults who are mentally
retarded, is taking applications now. Write
Camp Tapawingo, Box 355,12505 Bristow
Rd., Nokesville, VA 22123.

Townhouse Located Off Port Road,
adjacent to JMU campus. 3 BRs, 2 1/2
baths, living room, dining room, fully
equipped kitchen, W/D, family room could
be used as a 4th BR. Economical gas heat.
For further information call 434-3884,
Monday-Friday, 8 am - 5 pm. Evenings call
434-3575.
4 BR Townhouse In College Station June-Aug. Call 433-0938.
Roommate Wanted - Non-smoking female.
Must be responsible. Summer and/or
'87-88 school year. Great apartment
433-5918.
Almost on Campus -1 BR apartments on
Dutchmill Court (behind Hardees). Water,
trash pick-up, lawn mowing & appliances
provided. Carpeted Almost new. No pets
Lease/deposit $255. 434-2100
3 BR House Available for 2 responsible
females. Open May 10th. $l25/mo, plus
utilities. Phone 433-5461.

WANTED

Assistant Director for residential summer
camp serving mentally retarded persons
located in Shenandoah Valley, 15 miles west
of Winchester, VA. Responsible for
supervision of cabin & program staff.
Experience with residential camping &
special populations preferred. Minimum
salary of $1200 depending on experience &
education. Room, board & medical insurance.
Must be available June-August. Contact
Director, Camp Shenandoah, Yellow Spring,
WV 26865. Phone (304) 856-3404.

-

Great Summer Fun - Counselors wanted for
girl's residential camp, 1 hour from
Harrisonburg, riding, swimming, tennis,
archery, dance, crafts, hiking, music-much
more! For more information call Charlotte,
x5233.
Summer Camp Staff - Administrative,
nursing, counseling, food service positions
available. Competitive salaries. Call, write:
Girl Scout Council of the Nation's Capital,
2233 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Washington, DC
20007, (202) 337-4300. EOE/M-F.
Summer Employment - Dependable
energetic people for moving company. Long
fiours, good pay. Pullen Moving Company,
Wco^ridge-Dumfries, VA. 550-8077,
221 3107.

—■
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LOST & FOUND
Los! Camera at Ski Club Farm Parly. Call
Mary, x5170.
Lost A Walkman (radio & tape player with
Genesis "Duke" tape in the player, left in
Burruss 117, Thurs., March 26th, sometime
after 1 pm. Call Gary x5216 - of great
sentimental value.

SERVICES
Unlmax gets you 30-70% savings on nearly
everything that you're spending money on
(also a unique business opportunity).
Presentation tonight 9 pm by Rob Goode,
Carrier Library, A-V Rm. D.
Blue Ridge Dive & Craft Shop - Scuba &
snorkeling, sales, repairs, beads, jewelry
hardware sales. Only hours, 7:30-9 pm,
Fridays, 896 N. Liberty St., 433-6153.
Horseback Riding Lessons - Experienced
instructor. Reasonable. Call evenings,
896-8381.
Resumes Prepared -1 hour service, $30.
Bowman Literary Services, 234-8396.
Typing Service - 23 years experience,
$1.50/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Typing Service - $l/page. 433-8713.

PERSONALS
Laura - Happy belated birthday (March
29). I was thinking of you. A friend, admirer
a fellow U2 freak.
Kara Ramsey - You're the best & cutest
Big Sister anyone could want. Thanks. Love,
Mike.
Hydrogen - We make beautiful water
together. Thanks for 6 terrific months. I
love you, Oxygen.
Dead Bracelets - For details call Tara,
x4413orDenise, x5659.
Skip Castro Band - Thurs., April 16 at the
Gandy Dancer.

A X J2
Congratulations on your
initiation! Once again, we had an awesome
time partying with you all! Let's do it again
sometime! Love, IN.
Gandy Dancer presents Skip Castro,
Thurs., April 16.
Little Sister Pledges - Keep up
the good work!
AXP

Mumph - Cheer up! We love ya!
Duck Hunting Is Back In Season - Head for
it. X
Nancy Blessing - Get off on those Sister
functions!
Myrtle Beach Bamas - Thanx for an
awesome. "Spring Break 2". The "Ain't
Missing You?/Use Your Love" tour was
great! We'll never forget "wet" tents,
missed sunrises, 2 hour beer runs &
everything else that was going down! Thanx
from Pete "No Underwear" Stoessel &
Cafe "5-Minute Pick Up" Au Lait.
Chuck Taylor 4 The Allstars
Sophomore Class Ring Premier
Thurs., April 9 at the Convo
Nationally Acclaimed Poet & Journalist Nikki Giovanni will be presenting a lecture &
reading in Grafton-Stovall Theatre at 8 m
tonight. Admission is free. Autograph-Book
signing & reception to follow. Come hear
"The Voice of Brilliance", Nikki Giovanni, for
"An Evening of Poetry" tonight!
Campus Tennis Club Now Forming Interested parties contact Steve,
433-5015.
Belated Happy Birthday, Dave - Older can
be better!
Cath (Homegirl) & Jill - Duck, Ch...,f... or
bust. Sped

Hunters Ridge - The ultimate place to live!
Campus Tennis Club Now Forming Interested parties contact Steve,
433-5015.
Class of'89
Ring Premier
April 9,1987

Thanks! To my Delta Gamma Secret Hannah!
Laura LaRose
Koosh To You, Kris-Beer - Belches, Bon
Jovi, B.S.ing & birthdays. Happy 20th.
Love always, The Bungalow.
Come & Join over 400 of your college
friends that will be living at Hunters Ridge
next year!

Klrby, Bill, Matt - Thanks for your happy
hour help! ZK

Happy Birthday Rich Fletcher! Get psyched
lor Saturday! Hint: Don't eat dinner! Love,
Your Uttle Sis.

Mongo Jimmy - Even if we cant be together
in body, we can be together in heart. Je
t'aime, P.P.T.A.

Ladies - Had a rough week? Are you tired
or tense? Well, I can help! How would a body
massage feel right now? It's very relaxing!
Call Buddy, xGIFT, for details.

Dearest David F. - Happy 1 year
anniversary! You're the best A I love you
very much. Forever yours, Tammy.
S-t-a-t-e
G-y-m-n-«-s-!-l-c-s
C-h-a-m-p-i-o-n-s-h-i-p-s Sun., April 5,
12 & 7, Godwin.
Bob Houston - ZN Brother of the Month
awesome job! HQRBL
Heidi - (Or should
19th birthday! PAK

say "skirt") Happy

Campus Tennis Club Now Forming Interested parties contact Steve,
433-5015.
IFC Would Like To Thank all of the people
who contributed & bought tickets to the
After Spring Break Band Bash, especially
the bands (The Shuffle, The TRP, The
Flowers of Discipline, Otto Mann & The
Turks, The Jellyfish Blues Band &
Kiss-N-Tell with their special guests
Ponce, Scott, Kemp & Clint). Proceeds of
over $500 are for the Big Brothers & Big
Sisters of Harrisonburg. We would like to
thank again everyone who helped to make
this Bash a success. IFC
Applications Available for University Class
Organization officers & committees
(1987-88). Senior, junior, sophomore
classes. Pick up at information desk WCC
or call x6258/433-1395 for information.

ZK - Get psyched for this weekend, it's
gonna be great!
Paul Kotz - To the best looking, most
considerate ©X pledge we know, we are
desperately waiting for our turn, we loved
the sneak preview & don't mind sharing!
good luck during Hell Week. We love ya!
Cindy & Nicole
Heidi - Saturday is your birthday & I'm even
going to be here! Can it be true? Maybe I'll
leave!
It You See Leslie Wood, wish her a happy
birthday.
AXP Provides An Escort Service
for on campus women. Sunday-Thursday, 8
pm-12am.

Sophomore Redskins Fans - See Gary Clark
at the Convo.

How Big Are Your Ups? Show me. Enter J.
Maddies lip sync contest Sign up in UPB
office now!

Janet Giles - You're a super senior, I'm a
Secret Sister.

Vote James Coleman for Legislative VP,
April 7th, Grafton-Stovall Theater.

Psychedelic Furs, Oingo Boingo, The Cure,
Shriekback & more ... Radio Free
Harrisonburg, tonight at 8 at J. Maddies
(Pub).

AM (the Innocent One) - remember no one is
innocent. Will you be tied up this weekend?
Ill even bring the candles. M

Donna - You thought we'd forget didn't
you? April Fool's!. Have an awesome 20th
birthday! (Spanky's tomorrow night!) Love,
The Girls.
Mary Nash - Happy 21st birthday! I love
you! Guess Who (?)
Annika & Dweenle - Get psyched for
cheeseburger in Paradise. Luv, Benedict.
Help MK'I> Bust M.S. at Dallas Hollar
Ford this Sat., April 4. "Students Against
Multiple Sclerosis" sweatshirts now $10.
Vote James Coleman for Legislative VP,
April 7th, Grafton-Stovall Theater.
Jill Hyland -1 appreciate everything you've
done! Love ya, Jacque.
Attention Sophomores - Tired of your high
school ring? Come see your new,
specially-designed college ring at Premier.
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional tanning
salon with the best systems available & 6
years of service. 1106 Reservoir St.,
434-1812.
Research Papers - 15,278 available!
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#1206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll Free
Hot Line: 800-351-0222, Ext. 33.
VISA/MC or COD.
Campus Tennis Club Now FormingInterested parties contact Steve,
433-5015.

Paco - No, I'm not mad at you. You're still
my buddy. But you know what they say
about buddies! Love, M.
Aim, Caprice, Karen, Kath, Liz, Mary,
Sharon, Tammy and Terry - Thanks for
Spring Break! I love you and miss you all!
Love, Rice-girl
Sharon - Hope you enjoyed this weekend. I
love you. Todd
Ralph -1 hope you get what you want soon.
Believe me, I can sympathize with your
problem. From a female member of your
new club.
TBS - We finally made it! Let's keep up the
good work. We can't stop now-weVe only
just started! AngieW.
Richard B. - Howz life?! Come see me! The
suite isn't the same without you! Your Twin
Ralph T. - You know what it is?! Well, stay
away from it! Oh My!
Cwazy Cwuzers - Wipe off your feet
before getting in the car next time!
Scotty Boy -1 miss you on Wednesdays. I
count the hours until Thursday roils around
again. Can we work out those schedules for
next fall? I'm looking forward to many more
Thursdays...and even Wednesdays, too.
(Meet me at the airport at noon, sweetie?)
Love you, Green Eyes .
Lamp 2 -1 know you can do it. The Missing
Earring

Infatuated - You have me intrigued, tell me
more. K.C.

V.P. Banana -Happy b-day! You're a
wonderful fantastic friend! A Member.

Madisonian Auditions - Sal, April 11,10 am.
Duke Fine Arts, DM 209. Call x6393.

Chuck Taylor & The Allstars play for free sophomores only.

Mel - How's your backbone? KKE and FC

Where Can You Find Chuck Taylor & the
Allstars & Gary Clark? At the Ring
Premier on April 9!

Kron D.J.S take over the pub with R.E.M.,
B.A.D, U2, XTC & more at J. Maddies,
tonight, free at 8-12.

Michael -1 couldn't have done it without you
Thanks a $ billion $! Jam$on rules! Love,
Diane

Baby-Love - I'm sure you're the 1! Love
always, Goober's Chick.

Monthly Maid Service is included in your
rent at Hunters Ridge! Call 434-5150!

Congratulations to the new Breeze staff on
their first issue.

Morris - Want a free pizza?
nbun

Forget it!
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Geneva Van Delft, who earned her masters degree in special education at JMII
mead Elementary School in Albermarle.

u
works Wl,h

Staff photo by JIM RICHARDSON
a class of seven preschoolers at Holly

Grad finds special calling in special ed.
Bv Jim RicharrUnn
By
Richardson

staff writer

The activity at "circle time" in the class for
preschool-aged handicapped children at Hollymcad
Elementary School looks more like entertainment than
education.
"Anybody want to sing?" Geneva Van Delft, the
teacher, asks with an encouraging grin. A burst of
high-pitched giggles quickly subsides into song —
"Happy hippo has a lot of hats." Then the children
grab crayons and begin to draw on paper party hats.
"No, not in your mouth," she says, interrupting the
song long enough to rescue a crayon from the jaws of
a 4-year-old boy.
Later on, the group does calisthenics to the tune of
the old Glenn Miller hit "In the Mood." None of Van
Delft's five pupils exercises with the grace of a
gymnast, but all finish with a healthy appetite.
They're fixing popcorn at snacktime today and when
the kernels start to explode, a couple of the kids laugh
and shout.

"TU. ;„ ...i.._

"This is when we get a bad case of the sillies " Van
Delft says.
Silliness is often followed by spilled milk when
snafcktime is in progress, so Van Delft dresses for
work in wash-and-wear fabrics. Today it's a erav
heavy cotton skirt, black turtleneck and maroon scarf'
The outfit gives her 5-foot-7 frame the freedom of
movement to keep pace with kids who spend as much
time on the floor as they do in their chairs
Van Delft, 29, says .here is no such' thing as a
typical day in her classroom. She earned a masters
degree in special education at JMU but her training
didn t stop when they issued the sheepskin. She sees
such a wide variety of handicapping conditions amo^g
her pupils that each new day provides her with an
opportunity for spontaneous on-the-job training
The atmosphere of fun and games belies .he serious
business of education for most of the morning Th"

Van Delft tries to talk him out of it, but when he
starts to hurl toys across the room, she has io
physically restrain him. No one is seriously hurl, but
Van Delft recieves a few minor bumps and bruises. Of
the seven children enrolle<Lin her class, only Harold,
who is the brightest, is inclined to throw severe
tantrums.
In Virginia, any child age 2-5 with a physical,
mental or emotional handicap is eligible for the
preschool program. The class at Hollymead is one ol
five in Albemarle County. The county employs
recruiters who help new parents spot problems in their
child's development.
Th's year, in addition to Harold, the Hollymead class
includes a mentally retarded child, one who is autistic
two with cerebral palsy and two with Down's
Syndrome, a genetic disorder that causes mental
retardation.
abn,P r WhCn Har d an
dlht^r
S boy who has
°' ' beenAnally
Preschool special education has been provided by the
disabled four-year-old
quiet all
morning, throws a tantrum.

See SPECIAL page 17 >
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Special
> (continued from page 16)

state since 1973. Studies have proved early
intervention makes a big difference in the quality of a
handicapped child's future. Without early intervention,
handicapped children are less likely to succeed in
regular education classes or function as independent
adults.
Overall, since the mid 70s much progress has been
made in the field of special education. But for the
individual pupil, progress is often slow in coming.
"You look for the small steps," Van Delft says.
For Phillip, an autistic 4-year-old, one of the first
steps was to teach him to communicate by hand signal
when he's hungry. It took Philip over a year to learn,
but now, instead of crying or throwing a tantrum when
he's hungry, he touches his fingers to his mouth.
A small step? Perhaps, but for Van Delft, it's the
kind of thing that has made her career rewarding. In a
field where the average burnout rate is seven years,
she's an eight-year veteran. Incidentally, she says she
has no desire to teach children with normal learning
abilities. "If you put me in a first grade class with 25
kids, I'd probably crumble."

earned her master's degree at JMU. Occasionally, she
returns to JMU to speak to graduate students in the
preschool handicapped program.
The future is bright for special education teachers,
she says. There are plenty of jobs, and salaries are on
the way up. Next year in Ablemarle County a
first-year teacher with an advanced degree will earn
$26,000.
Van Delft recommends that anyone considering a
career in the field seek out classroom experience as
undergraduates. "The best school is the school of hard

Van Delft received an associate's degree from
Northern Virginia Community College in 1976 and
started working with handicapped youngsters as an
assistant physical therapist. Excited by the prospect of
Staff photo by JIM RICHARDSON
building"on her experinccc in physical therapy, she
earned a bachelor's degree in special education at Preschool education for
handicapped
Northeast Missouri State Univesity. While working children has been provided by the state
full-time in the Albemarlc County school system, she since 1973.

knocks," she says.
One thing that might surprise a novice teacher is the
extent to which preschool special education involves
the parents of the pupils. "A lot of it is parent
training," Van Delft says. Understanding the goals of
the individual educational plan makes it easier for
parents to raise a handicapped child because they learn.
their child's strengths.
"I needed to know that I was doing the right things,"
says Pat Love, whose 3-year-old son Brian has Down's
Syndrome.
"We have high expectations for Brian, and Geneva
does too. He loves her and talks about her all the time.
That shows me he's really enjoying school."
The first 13 months of Brian's life were a struggle to
survive. He underwent heart surgery and started special
education shortly after his recovery.
"He's very independent and very determined now,"
Love says. "He's doing things this week that lie wasn't
doing last week. We take one day at a time."
Van Delft says she enjoys working with parents, but
it's her love for the kids that keeps her satisified with a
career in the classroom. She doesn't mind the 10-week
summer vacations either.
As the school year draws to a close, she tries to
prepare her class for a change in their routine by
talking about summer vaction every day during the
final week of classes.
Two years ago, as she helped one of her students
board the schoolbus on the last day of school, she told
him to have a happy summer.
"OK," he said. "I'll have a good summer. Sec you
tomorrow."

Sam Shepard play focuses family, dreams
By Laura Hunt
staff writer

Monday night, cast members of
"Curse of the Starving Class" sat
around before rehearsal discussing what
the play was actually about. Futility?
Hopelessness? Frustration?
They finally came to the consensus
that the Sam Shepard play has several
themes, the most prominent of which
is hopelessness. The second-most
important theme is how the educated
class — including the audience —
contributes to the hopeless situation of
the starving class.
Director Will Jewis, a junior, agrees
with the debating cast members but
adds, "This play deals with strength and
the lack of it."
The story is about a poor family with
an alcoholic patriarch. Without telling
each other, both the mother and father
decide to sell the house and property and
go their seperate ways, leaving their
spouse with nothing. She plans to take
their two adolescent children with her to
Europe. He is going to Mexico.
Shepard also deals with "false
perception" in this play, as he does in
many of his others. Jewis says.
The characters are "lying to each other
and also lying to themselves."
"This show marks the break where
Shepard begins dealing with the
family," Jewis says. It is the first time

Staff photo by JIM ENGBERT
In "Curse of the Starving Class," Aaron Cross (right) plays the
alcoholic father, and Charlie Tucker plays his son.
the writer makes a statement on the
Shepard's style also includes
"punctuating human emotion with
"hypocrisy of the American dream, the
sound," Jewis says. Throughout the
effects of alcoholism, and the
play the audience will hear banging,
demoralization of the family."
yelling, the sizzle of frying bacon, a
Though his themes change, Shepard's
lamb bleating and — again and again
writing style is similar in all of his
— the slamming of the empty
works. "It is almost like free writing,"
refrigerator door.
says senior cast member and show
The set, built by senior John
costumcr Aaron Meisinger.
Burgess, sets the mood before the
Jewis elaborates. "He can really
characters ever appear. The weathered
capture almost a mystical kind of
clapboard house is in desperate need of a
language among the American people.
fresh coat of white paint. Boards are
It's very poetic, sometimes very bitter."
loose and missing from the dirty

wooden porch, and debris can be seen
underneath it through broken
latticework.
The kitchen is furnished with the bare
essentials — a plain table and
unmatched chairs, an unstable sink, a
rundown gas stove and a battered
refrigerator, which the family always
finds empty.
The family may look to the
refrigerator to fill their empty
stomachs, but to Jewis, the curse
mentioned in the title is "the inner
something you are hungry for -»- the
something you are searching for and the
anxiety and anguish of not finding it."
The audience might look at the sej and
watch the characters and "think 'How
absurd,' but some people really live like
this."
Jewis says the nine cast members
have all been challenged by the play.
"Everyone in the cast is doing
something they have never done
before."
That challenge may be portraying an
unfamilar type of character or working
with a live animal on the set. The play
also contains nudity and one character
who urinates onstage.
"Curse of the Starving Class" opens
tonight at 8 p.m. in the Experimental
Thgater and will run through Saturday.
There will be a 2 p.m. matinee Sunday.
Amission is $2.50.
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A Condominium
Designed For Student Living,
With Only...

(JNIVERSITY
A Condominium.
Harrisonburg's new, prime location
condominium designed for student living.

Let your
son's or daughter's
roommates pay for
your child's
college housing.
T

VII

V
P*» * IMtW,

Four Bedrooms,
Two Full Baths
from $57,950
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Positive cash flow...
No dosing cost or points...
95% financing...
4 spacious bedrooms...
Range and hood...
Dishwasher and refrigerator...
Washer/dryer connections...
Less than a mile to campus...
On bus route...
2 full baths...
Energy efficient heat pump...

• And much more from $57,950...

/NYrJSITY ill
loco, SALES OFFICE^

UntvwsiryRocenlew
ihan >, mile io comous

(jNivmsny
r—i

H

VCCI °m interested
I L-Jinyou sending
me further information
University Place

i

Brodle

Nome_
Address.
Gty
Srare
Home Phone.
Office Phone.
wes PO Dox8l87

£
' *

James
Madison
University

Soles Office Located in
University Race Condominiums
Open doily from 1 to 5 pm.

7JP

Horrisonburq: (700)403-5052
Coll: In VA. 1-000-262-2200. Ext 405
OursideVA. 1 -000-622-4400. Ext 405
VA 24014
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AFTER

HOURS
THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

MUSIC

MUSIC

The Sparkplugs — Calhoun's, $2 cover charge.
Landslide — Gandy Dancer, free.
Plantation Voodoo — Mystic Den, $3 cover
charge.
Disc Jockey — J. Maddies, Progressive Night, 9
p.m.-midnight, free.
DJ — Belle Meade, Ladies' Night, free for ladies, $2
for men.
DJ — JM's Pub & Deli, Sponsor Night, $1 cover
charge.
DJ — Players, Ladies' Night, no cover charge for
ladies, $1 for men.

Lip Sync Contest — J. Maddies, 9 p.m.-midnight,
$.50 cover charge.
Contraband — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge.

MOVIES
Lethal Weapon (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m.
and 9:40 p.m.
Mannequin (R) —Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:20 p.m.
Platoon (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m.,
5 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:45 p.m.
Tin Men (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 1:30 p.m.,
5:15 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:45 p.m.
Blind Date (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
Hoosiers (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m. and 9:10
p.m.
Nightmare on Elm Street Part 3 (R) — Roth
Theatres, 7:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
COMEDY
Comedy Zone — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $4 cover
charge.

Triple Feature — Calhoun's, $3 cover charge.
Spectrum — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
Ten Ten and The Trl — JM's, $4 cover charge.
The Road Ducks — Mystic Den, $5 cover charge.
Shy — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $3 cover charge.
DJ — Players, sponsor night, $1 cover charge.
MOVIES
Ruthless People (R) — Graflon-Stovall Theatre. 7
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
The Color of Money (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 5 p.m., 7:15 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Lethal Weapon (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m. and 9:40
p.m.
Mannequin (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:20
p.m.
Platoon (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m.,
5 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:45 p.m.
Blind Date (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
Nightmare on Elm Street Part 3 (R) — Roth
Theatres, 7:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
Police Academy 4 (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7:15
p.m. and 9:15 p.m.

EconoLodge
Spend a night, not a fortune.

PARENT DEAL
30

dollars er

P couple

7days a week

pPEE Continental Breakfast

NO COUPON NECESSARY
Just say you saw it mThe Breeze

CALL 433-2576
For Reservations

ART

MUSIC
The Choirboys —J. Maddies, 9-midnight, $2 cover
charge.
Contraband — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge.
The Stains — Calhoun's, $3 cover charge.
Spectrum — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
White Bread and The Faith Healers — Little
Grill, $2 cover charge.
*\
The Yo-Yo Heads — Mystic Den, $3 cover charge.
Nantucket — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.
Shy — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $3 cover charge.
DJ and Dance Contest — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, $1 cover charge.
MOVIES
Alice In Wonderland (G) — Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 2 p.m.
Ruthless People (R) — Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
The Color of Money (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 5 p.m., 7:15 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Lethal Weapon (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m. and 9:40
p.m.
Mannequin (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:20
p.m.
Platoon (R) —Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m..
5 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:45 p.m.
Blind Date (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m., 7:30
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Nightmare on Elm Street Part 3 (R) — Roth
Theatres, 2 p.m., 7:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
Police Academy 4 (PG) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m.,
7:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.

REVIEW

Exhibit displays
photographer's
unorthodox style
This week New Image Gallery in
Zirkle House is featuring the works of
professional photographer David
Levinthal.
Levinihal, a resident of New York
City, is a writer as well as an artist and
collaborated with cartoonist Gary
Trudeau of "Doonesbury" fame to
produce "Hitler Moves East." His most
recent novel, "Modem Romance," is a
solo effort.
His works are the result of some very
unusual methods of photography. He
distorts the viewer's sense of reality by
using realistic dolls for models rather
than actual people.
To further distance the viewer, he
photographs the images off of a
television monitor. The final product
might resemble a polaroid snapshot or a
watercolor painting.
The watercolor-type photographs are
soft and sensual. The scenes are

intimate ones such as a woman entering
a bath or her bedroom.
In one, a nude female figure is seen
standing before a mirror. Her back is
undetailed and vague, while her front is
only a shimmering reflection in the
mirror. Her posture is curved softly,
reflecting the mood of the picture.
Also, some details are focused without
detracting from this mood. The
furniture is the room seems more
focused, and the pattern on the
wallpaper is discernible
The polaroid-type works are much
sharper but are still distanced from the
viewer. They feature scenes such as a
cafe, a balcony and a figure on a
staircase. The balcony photo shows a
woman leaning on the railing and
looking up into the night sky.
The woman and the balcony are
siartlingly in focus, while the lamp
shining from the street below is
blurred.
Another work is blown up to
mural-size. It is of a dejected figure
seated on a bed by a lamp. There is a
distance contrast between light and dark,
i'e light filtering onto only half of his
body.
Levinthal's show will be in the New
Image Gallery until Sat., April, 4. The
Zirkle House galleries are open noon-5
p.m. Mon.-Thurs. and noon-4 p.m.
Friday and Saturday.
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Monthly Maid
Service
Included in
Rent!
Each Unit Features
*
*
*
*
*

40&L
'OMItt
The Ideal Site!!

Microwave & Range
* Mountain views
Frost free Refridgerator with Ice maker * Walk to class
Washer & Dryer
* 24 hour convenience stores
Dishwasher & Disposal
* Hotels and
Ceiling Fan
* The Convocation Center
Save Your Parents $$
Stop by our model and find out how your parents can save
approximately $6,000 on your overall education cost.

Hurry
ONLY A LIMITED NUMBER OF UNITS LEFT FOR SALE *
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Club pioneers JMU lacrosse
By Kelly Cannon
staff writer
Often called the "fastest growing
game in America" or the "fastest game
on two feet," lacrosse is spreading in
popularity throughout the country as
well as at JMU.
During the primitive stages of the
sport, teams of more than 100 people
played in a "field" miles long. The ball
was a piece of clay covered with deer
skin.
However, modern lacrosse has
become slightly more civilized and is
an established NCAA sport, dominated
mostly by northeastern schools.
But just as the American Indian
founded lacrosse, the JMU men's
lacrosse club is trying to pioneer a new
men's varsity sport at JMU. The club,
2-2 on the season, next faces North
Carolina State Sunday at 1 p.m. at the
field behind Godwin Hall.
Although JMU sponsors women's
lacrosse at the varsity level, the men's
lacrosse team has not been able to
move above club level.
According to JMU co-captains Brad
Miller and Spencer Stouffer, club
members wrote letters to parents of the
players to try to gain support for the
move to varsity level. Miller and
Stouffer then submitted a proposal to a
committee composed of JMU athletic
director Dean Ehlers, assistant athletic
directors and teachers.
After the proposal. Miller and
Stouffer answered questions concerning
the issue, but so far they have not heard
anything.
Ehlers foresees men's lacrosse as a

potential varsity sport. He also said,
however, that financial reasons and
lack of proper facilities prevent him
from giving the club varsity status
now.
"Right now you have to ask yourself,
'Where do they play or how are we
going to pay for it?'" he said.
Ehlers also mentioned that because of
spring football practice, track practice
and recreational activities, providing

time for lacrosse at JMU Stadium
would be difficult.
The club now practices on the field
behind Godwin Hall from 4:30 to 6
p.m.
Ehlers said if JMU sponsors lacrosse,
the team will have to compete in
NCAA Division I.
"We would have to start at the JV
[junior varsity] level, then after a
couple years play Division I teams," he

said. "But to play with the ranks of a
Johns Hopkins or Maryland, we would
need scholarships."
Stouffer, a starting defenseman for the
club, said even though the squad is only
at club level, they practice religiously
four days per week.
The team, comprised of mostly
ex-high school players, pay for
See LACROSSE page 25 ►

Staff photo by MING LEONG
JMU lacrosse club members Jon Mamon and Tom DeLeon (on ground) fight for possession^

tout Brockell lead Dukes' win over Tigers

* *"' ** 1 ,
____———
ly Greg McCormlck
staff
HOT writer
wnw
___————
_• _„
In die midst of a season in which many questions
remain unanswered, the JMU baseball team is
looking everywhere for solutions.
UuMUs 4-2 win over Towson State Wednesday,
a check of the program may have been nxessary to
keep track of the lineup changes.
.„„,
FDV example, freshman Mike *^"£?*
Steve Schwartz at the ieadoff spot m the batung
order. Schwartz, by the way, took over the top spot
to Jeff Garber just 11 games ago.
Babcock also replaced des.gnated hitterJ*ck
DeVincentis with Scott Economy, normally a
P

tuf by game's end. consistency from those in
familiar positions proved to be the key.

. ___. gamecfrom,.„..;„,
™toh»r Mike
Miv,> Stout
si™*
A. complete
senior pitcher
and the offensive performance of first baseman
Mark Brockell carried the Dukes back to the .500
mark.
Towson State falls to 6-10.
Stout went the distance for JMU, scattering eight
hits and walking four to earn his first complete
game of the season.
Brockell was 3-for-4 and collected three RBIs.
When asked to comment on the Dukes' victory,
JMU head coach Brad Babcock said quickly, "Mike
Stout and Mark Broekell.
"[Wednesday] Mike Stout was pitching the way
he's capable of... . and Brockell got all the timely
hits, I guess he got over half of them."
In 1986, Stout was one of the team leaders in
pitching, sporting a 6-2 record and a 4.59 ERA. But

the
ihe beginning
heoinnina of 1987 had been a cruel one. t
In four decisions he had one victory and his 8.87
ERA was one of the team's highest
"This year I came in, I was a little stronger than I
was last year." Stout said. "I really tried to hump up
the ball and overthrow a little. I was getting the ball
up and... you get ripped when youf get the ball up.
"Today I think I pitched within myself and the
way I've been pitching for the last four years, just
throw strikes and get ground balls. That'svthe only
way you're going to get outs."
As a team, woes at the plate continue to be a
thorn in the Dukes'side. Last season JMU hit over
.300 for much of the year. Before Wednesday's
game, JMU was hitting just .274 overall, and with
See BASEBALL page 25 >
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Hope to break 12-year streak

Men look to unseat Tribe for state title
By Dean Hybl

William and Mary lies in the pommel
. horse event.
"It [pommel horse] is easily their
The Virginia state men's gymnastics
strongest
event, while we [JMU] are no
championships come to Godwin Hall
better
than
average," he said. "They
Sunday in what the JMU team hopes
have
defeated
us by 10 points in the one
will mark the end of one dynasty and
event.
If
we
cut
that margin to five or
the beginning of another.
six,
our
chances
improve
William and Mary has won 12
tremendously."
straight state titles, but JMU hopes
The rings and high bar have been the
number 13 will prove to be unlucky for
Dukes'
strongest events this season, and
the Tribe.
Gauthier
sees those events as ones
The field for the team competition,
where
JMU
can pick up points.
which begins at noon, includes Virginia
"High
bar
is our chance to gain on
Tech and Radford as well as JMU and
them,"
he
said.
"Tim Mullins has
William and Mary.
developed
a
real
strong
set and Ratliff
The battle for the championship is
and
Mike
Harley
both
are
very strong."
expected to be a two-team race, but
The individual competitions, which
JMU coach Scott Gauthier said Radford
could be a surprising factor.
start at 7 p.m., could prove to be
"They [Radford] have had a lot of exciting with several people capable of
injury problems but have some really winning each event.
good athletes," he said. "They have a
The biggest individual battle should
lot of quality gymnasts but no real be between Harley and the Tribe's Bob
star."
Ross in the vault.
Virginia Tech's squad is a club instead
Both are very close to qualifying for
of a varsity team and is not expected to the NCAA tournament and will need
be competitive.
good scores to increase their chances of
"Tech is very undermanned," Gauthier making the nadonals. Harley and Ross
said. "They have two or three strong are fighting for one of five spots from
gymnasts but no team strength."
the region.
William and Mary, coached by Cliff
Other gymnasts who have
Gauthier (Scott's brother), has defeated opportunities to win Sunday include
the Dukes twice in dual meets this year. Radford's Steve Warlick in the floor
In the first meeting the Dukes, who exercise, JMU's Bob McKiernan and
were hampered by injuries and competed Jim Murphy of William and Mary in
without veteran Tim Ratliff, fell the pommel horse, and Jim Lupi of
241.6-217.7 in Williamsburg.
Virginia Tech in the parallel bars.
However, JMU cut its deficit from 24
Ross and the Tribe's Tim Morton, as
points to seven in the following well as Harley and Ratliff for the
contest, losing only 246.3-239.05. Dukes, have legitimate chances at
Gauthier said that if everything falls winning state titles in more than one
into place, the third time could be the event.
charm.
"Morton has become a very exciting
Gauthier said the key to defeating all-around gymnast for William and
staff writer

Staff photo by JIM ENGBERT
na
CvefCk0 f, ures
i"HtanflXl
r. D8Ve
^ Perform on the rings
during
the state
meet at Godwin 9Hall Sunday.

Jee GYMNASTS page 25 >

JMU women, Radford to struggle for second in state
By Thomas Bergeron

staff writer

JMU women's gymnastics coach Scott Gauthier
said at the beginning of the year that his team could
be one of the top teams in the state, despite its 2-9
record last year.
This weekend at Radford, the team will have a
chance to make good on that prediction when it
competes in the Virginia slate championships.
So far this year, the Dukes have made a tremendous
turnaround from last year by going 6-10. After a slow
start that was hampered by injuries, the team has
come on strong, winning its last three meets, and
should finish second in the four-team contest.
"We would like to get second and give William and
Mary a run for first," Gauthier said. But even he
knows the latter of these two hopes is a little
far-fetched.
"William and Mary has been pretty much dominant
this year; they would have to fall badly [to lose]."
' -i

The meet should end up this way: William and
Mary, who has become one of the better teams on the
East Coast this year, easily should take first.
Longwood would need a miraculous performance to
finish anywhere but last, the position the Dukes
occupied last year. Basically, it should be a two-team
batUe for second — but what a batde it should be.
This year Radford and JMU have met three times,
and each time the meet was decided by less than two
points. JMU has won once. Interestingly, the home
team has lost each meet.
Gauthier hopes this home-team disadvantage will
hold up one more time. However, he will rely more
heavily on the strength of his team.
"Everybody's healthy right now; it's a really good
time for us," he said. "Right now we're coming on
strong; injuries should not slow us."
Leading the Dukes, as they have all year, will be
senior Laura Peterson and freshmen Carol Hnatuk and
Stacey Sauer. All three gymnasts compete in all four

events. The difference, however, will be the
supporting cast.
Jennifer Pestorius has finally recovered enough
from an early-season injury to be a major factor in
the uneven bars competition. Lisa Bentivegna is
starting to come on strong on the vault while Missy
Bova contributes in the floor exercise.
The performance of these girls, along with
contnbuuons from Heather McKegg and Evelyn
b^n'SalSl el
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feels his team must go all out.

-
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"We have to go all out; we can't be conservative,"
he said. If we play it safe we might pay for it [in the
final point total].
"The girls have been.really psyched this week. Ihe
intensity has been great. We should be ready."
*
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Kurlander aims past all-America
By Thomas Bergeron
staff writer
Pure luck can be a big factor in college wrestling.
Just ask JMU's Brian Kurlander and Jeff "Peanut"
Bowyer.
Despite differences between Kurlander and JMU
coach Pete Schuyler, the junior became the most
successful wrestler in JMU history this season when
he gained All-American status at last month's NCAA
Championships by placing eighth in the 158-pound
weight class.
But Bowyer, known as a more intense worker in
practice than Kurlander, fell one win short of his goal
of making All-America.
That Kurlander became the first JMU wrestler to.
earn this status is not the story.
Many wrestlers, including Kurlander, say that once
a wrestler reaches the level of competition present at
the NCAA meet, many intangibles, including luck,
play almost as important a role in the placing as the
wrestler's ability.
Kurlander's story begins with the tension that
developed between him and Schuyler during the
season.
Kurlander and Schuyler both admit that their
philosophies about practice do not correspond,
resulting in a tumultous and sometimes volatile
relationship.
"Pete is a great wrestler but as a coach/athlete
relationship goes, the chemistry is not there," said
Kurlander. "Pete and I did clash and wc had some
confrontations that were not pretty."
Schuyler has been described as an intense person
who motivates himself and his wrestlers through a
strong, intense practice.
Kurlander, conversely, is motivated in a less
intense atmosphere that enables him to get his
wrestling routine to perfection on a small scale before
working up to a meet intensity.
"When I'm wrestling well is when my timing is
right," Kurlander said. "When I get that motivation
down I'm clicking."
Schuyler wanted to prepare Kurlander in a different
fashion.
"As far as practice is concerned, I wasn't satisfied
with his performance," Schuyler said. "I wanted him
to work out a little more with guys who were bigger
than he to give him more of challenge. He wanted to
go with guys who he could build his confidence
against."
The two clashed from the time Kurlander return ?d

REC

Photo courtesy of JMU Sports Information
JMU wrestler Brian Kurlander
from a first-semester injury. That Schuyler was a
first-year coach may have caused the strife between
the two, but Kurlander's performance on the mat
allowed the tension to continue.
Kurlander had an excellent regular season and won
the East Regional before advancing to the NCAA
meet.
"Brian had a super year, there's no doubt about that.
I think he did an excellent job," Schuyler said. "He
excelled and performed when it counted. [His
All-American status] was a milestone for our
program."
But Schuyler still feels that Kurlander can improve.
"I think he could spend a little more time on
techniques and a little more effort on conditioning,"
he said. "We just have different philosophies on that
and I learned from that in my first year."
It appears that Schuyler will have to adjust to that
type of situation because Kurlander is set to do what
he wants.
"I'm going to do the things that make me
successful," he said. "I'm going to do nothing

different. What I've done so far has been successful,
so there's no reason to change it.
"As a coach he's got to do some things that are
good for the team. Whatever he does is up to him.
I'm just going to do what I feel helps the team. Pete
sets up a great workout and I was able to pick myself
up with it."
But not until he was ready.
Kurlander will try to reach his peak this summer
when he trains in New York with the New York
Athletic Club to improve his freestyle wrestling.
"I've found that most of the matches [at the NCAA
level] are lost in the neutral position when wrestlers
are trying to get position," he said. "I've done a lot of
Greco-Roman wrestling but I need to practice
freestyle."
Kurlander hopes that this training will enable him
to repeat his All-American ranking and possibly
make him an NCAA champion.
"I want to repeat as an All-American and want to
win it all next year," he said. Kurlander admits,
however, that winning a national title requires much
more than skill.
"After seeing people [at the NCAA meet] I've come
to the conclusion that everyone is capable of winning
the national title. The difference between eight and
one is mental, and some luck."
However, luck is something Bowyer never had at
the NCAA meet.
V For the second consecutive year, Bowyer
(118-pound class) was one match away from earning
All-American status. But his failure to reach that
plateau does not take away from what he
accomplished as a JMU wresder.
The senior finished his career as the all-time
winningest JMU wrestler with 126 victories. He was
an East Regional finalist four times (winning twice),
a two-time Virginia state champ, and this year was
voted the state's most outstanding wrestler by coaches
in Virginia.
"Jeff Bowyer's weight class was a deep weight class
this year," Schuyler said. "The road was tougher than
any other as far as placing goes."
Bowyer finished the tournament with a 3-2 record.
He lost to the top two seeds in the class.
Bowyer is upset, but not devastated, by his
inability to achieve All-American recognition.
"The fact that I wasn't [All-American] hurts me a
little bit, but the people I wrestled against know I
was good enough to be," he said. "I thought I
wrestled well, but you have to wrestle well and have
things go your way. There is a little luck involved."

REPORT

ACTIVITIESTENNIS- The sign-up deadline for
intramural singles and mixed
doubles competition is today.
TRACK AND FIELD- Sign-up for the
intramural meet will be held at 10
a.m. Apr. 5 at 10 a.m. on the second
floor of Godwin Hall.
GOLF- The sign-up deadline for the
"chip and putt" tournament is Apr.
9.
SOFTBALL- The sign-up deadline
for the Home Run Derby is Apr. 9.

RESULTSWEIGHTLIFTING- The winners of
the intramural competition were as
follows:
126-pound class- Peter Ragone
(535 pounds)
150-pound class- Duane Deason
(725 pounds)
158-pound class- Tim Mauntfort
(810 pounds)
167-pound class- Bud Biscardo
(780 pounds)
177-pound class- Steve Cotter
(890 pounds)
190-pound class- Scott Graby
(1,025 pounds)

—■

WRESTLING- The winners of the
intramural tournament were as
follows:
University team champion- Mez
Championship Division championTheta Chi
Individual winners:
118- Doug McMaster (Mez)
126-Kevin Grow (Mez)
134-Brian Kcraget (Theta Chi)
142-Scott Kier (Mez)
150-Steve Fluharty (Mez)
158- Rich Golphin (Mez)
167-Chris Neeble (Kappa Sigma)
177- Randy Blanchetti (Mez)
190- Jeff Messoroll (Mez)
Heavyweight- Darrell Rawlinson

(Mez)
CLUBS- The JMU women's Softball
club swept a doubleheader over
Frostburg State Friday and split a
doubleheader
with
Mary
Washington Saturday.
JOBSMAY/SUMMER SESSION- People
who are enrolled in the May an/or
summer sessions may apply in
Godwin 213 by Apr. 13 for the
following positions:
LIFEGUARD- Applicants must have
taken advanced lifesaving and CPR.
WEIGHT ROOM ATTENDANTWorkers supervise the weight room

i» i
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A BEAUTIFUL
TO HEALTHY-LOOKING ENDS.

YES!
YOU CAN STILL GET IN TO MADISON GARDENSTHE MOST SPACIOUS OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING.

Tame I hose ends that have been
abused by perms, colour, pollutants or the sun with THICKENDS™ a leave-on conditioner
that contains special proteins to
give ends renewed thickness,
pliability and shine.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR EARLY RESERVATION !
- LUXURY 3 BEDROOM UNITS W/2 FULL BATHS
- FURNISHED FOR UP TO 5 PERSONS
- PRIVATE DECKS OFF EACH BEDROOM

ONLY A FEW LEFT-CALL TODAY

PATRICK REAL ESTATE 433-2559

Harnsonburg's Most Progressive Salon

head first
haircutters

S\

HARRISONBURG
HONDA

We are the only local salon to
offer the complete Sebastian
product line. Come in for a
free sample.

CONGRATULATES THIS YEAR'S
SOON TO BE
COLLEGE GRADUATES

433-6643
1828 S. Main
F3eside Nautilus
SEBASTIAN
Truck-Ends is a trademark of Sebastian International
1986 Sebastian International, Inc. Woodland Hills. CA 91367

fe?c5
<P7cam FACTORY
VH*

2 Locations to serve you: Valley Mali & Kenmore Street

Choose from 24 Delicious Flavors of Ice Cream
COUPONS NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL OFFERS

Lfe

COUPON
" rACTORV

rAITOUV

CONE or COOL COOKIE

Buy One Cone or Cool Cookie and get the
Second one FREE with coupon
One coupon per purchase

COUPON

3 GALLON TUBS

SHAKES

(Any Available Flavor)
Only

v2

Jestf
ncTonv

V

Price

X4
piua d.posK
wrtti coupon
Ideal lor Picnics, Parties, Special Event*

Buy one shake at regular price and get
second shake lor one hall price.
One Coupon per purchase

Expires 5/31/1887

Expires 5/31/87

COUPON
\ rACTOCTV

V

30

e

Off

SUNDAE of YOUR CHOICE
With couport-per purchase
^^Exolr|s5gt/«^^^^^^

WE CAN HELP WITH OUR
* NEW COLLEGE GRADUATE PLAN ir
YOU CAN
1.Establish credit with major banks
2.Establish credit history and reference
3.Arrange payments to fit your situation

Expires 5/31/87

COUPON

"S FA ITOQV

As you enter the workplace,
we would like to assist you by
making the transition as easy
as possible.If you are considering
transportation, you may find
that without credit history,
credit experience, and credit
references it may be difficult
to obtain the car you want.

COUPON

50

»\ rACTOBV

Off
BANANA SPLIT
(any size)
On* coupon par purchase

F

-

mi

nr

#1 PRODUCT
#1 SERVICE
#1 PRICE

JHorrisonburg
^m Hondo

D.L. No. 4078

433-1467

I

c
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Baseball
> (Continued from page 21)

only five hits against the Tigers, that number will
drop.
In the past seven games, Brockcll has provided
most of the firepower, going 13-for-25, a .520 clip.
At the same time, he has hit all four of his home
runs and collected 14 RBI's.
"I think I've been more aggressive at the plate, I've
opened up a little bit," said Brockcll. "I've been
wanting to hit [more], not worrying about getting
out."
With the Dukes batting in the sixth and the score
tied at one, Brockcll drilled a two-out single up the
middle and scored Rod Boddie from second with the
go-ahead run.
Facing a similar situation in the eighth, the junior
again responded, this time with a two-run double that
scored Boddie and Dave Kennett with the third and
fourth runs.
The Tigers came back with consecutive
ninth-inning singles from Chris Nabholz and Bryan
Hooper to give Towson State runners at first and
second.
Mike Weglcin's single back to second base scored
pinch runner John Bugliosi to pull the Tigers within
two.
However, Harry Groupp ended the threat when he
grounded to shortstop Schwartz who stepped on
second for the force out and the win.
In the past six games, the Dukes have been unable
to win more than one contest at a time, but will try
to rectify that when they travel to Towson State for a
rematch this afternoon.

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
Dukes' first baseman Mark Brockeli awaits the throw to put out a Towson State runner during JMU's 4-2 win Wednesday at Long Field.

Gymnasts

Lacrosse
Senior Ed Bowman acts as both
player and coach for the Dukes. He
described his job as very difficult.
practically everything themselves.
"I have a lot responsibilty," Bowman
"Everyone buys their own
equipment," Stouffer said. "It costs said. "I am running offenses,
about $200 for pads, sticks, and jerseys substituting, and keeping up with
referee's calls. I have to be aware of
for each player plus additional fees."
Even though the members buy their what is going on the field as well as
own equipment, Miller said JMU off."
Although difficult, he also described
provides money for transportation and
his coaching experience as a definite
referees.
Both students want men's lacrosse to challenge.
"We have a lot of younger guys
become a varsity sport, but now enjoy
the leisurely environment the club compared to last year," the former
William and Mary transfer said.
offers.
"I think it is important to give these
"Most of the players play lacrosse for
the love of the sport and it is in a more players positive feedback. I like to tell
casual environment," said Miller, who them nine good things to every
leads the team in total goals with negative thing I tell them."
Miller complimented Bowman's
seven.
athletic
abilities in addition to his
Stouffer agreed with Miller.
coaching,
but believes that the absence
"Now, as a club, there is a lot of
of
a
regular
coach is a major setback in
social aspects such as having parties
the
program's
development.
after games," he said. "But if [lacrosse]
"If
we
had
a coach, we would
turns into a varsity sport, we would be
concentrate
more
on playing, but we
more serious."
can't.
We
definitely
need Bowman on
JMU, whose schedule includes other
the
field
more,"
he
said.
clubs such as George Mason,
Bowman, one of the team leaders in
Richmond and Virginia Tech, plays
assists,
has not played the last two
with several disadvantages, one of
games.
which involves money.
The club lost many starters from last
"Many of the clubs we play receive
year,
but expects to win their share of
really good financial support, especially
games
this season.
Virginia Tech," Miller said.
Stouffer, Jon Mamon and Joe Mulieri
Another drawback is the lack of a
will fill the defensive spots, while Ray
regular coach.
>• (Continued from page 21)

Guest will rotate into the line-up.
The midfielders consist of Bruce
MacKenzie, Pat Barrons and Mark
Fulron, with Brian Chisholm, Jim
Oddono and Brendan Dell sharing equal
time.
Miller, who averaged three goals per
game last year to lead the team, will
anchor one of the attack positions along
with Tim Kiely, Todd Kell and Scott
Henderson.
Another bright spot for the Dukes
this season is the return of goalie Harry
Abramson, who has a respectable 60
percent save ratio.
On a national level, lacrosse is
paying substantial dividends for athletic
departments such as Maryland, North
Carolina, Johns Hopkins and Syracuse.
The sport is also growing in popularity
with spectators, as last year's NCAA
final between North Carolina and Johns
Hopkins at the University of Delaware
drew over 20,000 fans.
Bowman described the appeal of
lacrosse as both a finesse and contact
sport.
"I like the physical nature of the
game. It makes it exciting for the
people watching it," he said. "It is a
very fast game."
L
Lacrosse is fast enough that thrown
balls often reach speeds over 100 miles
per hour.
"You can see the ability and notice it
as a spectator," Bowman said.

> (Continued from page 22)

Mary," said Gauthier. "They can
usually count on him doing very well."
Gauthier and the Dukes showed
excitement about hosting the
to> -namcni and possibly winning the
team championship.
"This is the best shot we've had at the
state title," he said. "We can't hold
anything back, and the guys have been
very intense in practice.
"They [William and Mary] have the
option of being conservative, but we
don't,"
Gauthier also hoped the JMU crowd
could become a factor.
"We would definitely like to have a
good crowd," he said. "If we can get the
fans excited, if would definitely help
us."
The American Heart Association
wants you to know the warning signs
of a heart attack: uncomfortable pressure, fullness, squeezing or pain in the
center of your chest lasting two
minutes or more. Pain may spread to
shoulders, neck or arms Severe pain,
dizziness, fainting, sweating, nausea
or shortness of breath may also occur.
Seek help immediately.

£* American Heart
^^Association
WERE FIGHTING FOR
VOURUFE

\
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Behind the scenes of
an April Fool's issue

Ashby rules?
REMEMBER WHEN you made your first visit to JMU, and the
tour guide took you past the Bluestone dorm section? Many
people who planned to live on-campus at JMU for their four years
were in hopes of getting a fair shot at living in a Bluestone dorm as an
upperclassman.
But now, things have changed, and a man's chance of living in a
Bluestone dorm is not the same as a woman's. The straw that breaks the
camel's back is a plan to change Ashby Hall to a coed dorm next year.
Currently, Converse, Cleveland and Logan Halls all are occupied by
women. Ashby, Spotswood and Shenandoah are occupied by guys,
but the number of spaces in the all-female dorms is almost double the
spaces in all-male dorms.
Residence life director Bill Bolding is obviously responding to the call
from JMU students for coed dorms. JMU has effectively created that
coed atmosphere in Hoffman, Gifford, Wayland, Shorts and Chandler.
Any student who wants live coed has tons of places to do so.
The new Hillside dorm is also planned as coed. Bolding has said that
depending on how admissions go this year, the dorm might be an
all-female living option. Perhaps the university should cut down on
admissions and make it an all-female dorm for upperclassmen, rather
than taking away one of two all-male halls left on the quad.
ANOTHER THING that's got the men griping is the fact that it is
Ashby Hall. The hall's atmosphere has been described as
fraternity-like by some residents, and if Bolding is looking to break
this up and return it to normal, adding women is not the way to go. It will
only make the former Ashby residents angry and hard to live with. Pity
the woman that bumps the guy out of his room at Ashby for the sake of
coed living. If you want to curb the. behavior, why not set strict
guidelines, just for Ashby, that would ensure the immediate removal of a
resident caught vandalizing or breaking university policy?
Ashby Hall had circulated a petition against the move, but after they
found out the move was unstoppable, they curtailed the effort. With
Bolding's unwavering stance on the subject, how can you blame them?
They are angry at a university that wonl even listen to their complaints.
Coed living is a good move for the university, but coed means an even
ratio. That should not only apply for the halls, but the whole university as
well. We wish Dr. Bolding would look at other options for a coed dorm,
and even up the availability of Bluestone housing for both sexes.
When that is achieved, then look at going coed with some guy's
dorms, even Ashby. Until then, let's let the guys who make Ashby rule,
rule a little while longer.
The above editorial is the opinion of the 1987-88 Breeze
Editorial Board.
_. , _.
,
Rob Washburn
Mark Charnock
Editor
Editorial Editor
Stephen Rountree
Mike Wilson
1 Managing Editor
Asst Editorial Editor

We could have come up with our own
April Fool's Day traditionally has
activities
and events like an SGA jean
been the day newspapers have put out
jacket
swap.
Everyone who ever had
fictional, satirical issues. The Breeze
their jean jacket stolen at a party and
nixed any hope of such an issue because
stole somebody else's to break even,
of insurance reasons. That is unfortuwould gather in one place and swap unnate, but completely understandable. I
til everyone wound up with his original
don't want to debate that decision in
jacket.
this article but rather speculate on the
We could have also come up with
April Fool's issue that could have been.
some fresh
First of
fund-raising
all, we could
GETTING
REAL
ideas like the
have concommuter
jured up all
student comkinds of ficmittee raftional situaCarl Johnson
fling off a
tions such
free week of
as Dr. Carrier, fresh from his one-year stint at CIT,
parking, with the winner receiving a
leaving JMU to head Virginia's new
$50 gift certificate to the campus poTechnical Institute of Technology.
lice. And speaking of the campus poCould you imagine a headline that read,
lice, we finally could give some belated
"Carrier leaves JMU for TIT?"
coverage to Campus Police AppreciaWe could have hired Lt. Col. Oliver
tion Day that was held over spring
North to head fund-raising activities at break.
JMU. And the guy in Godwin who has
We could have reopened some past
done so much for so long with so little, contests, such as the naming of the
we could have him breaking his arm
patting himself on the back.
See JOHNSON page 29 ►

9

Beatrice has plans for
total takeover of U.S.
Has this happened to you? You're me to operate freely as a mole for Beawatching God-knows-what on TV with trice on the JMU campus, collecting
some friends when, at the end of an ad, important data on the purchasing trends
you hear the sultry voice of a woman of students here.
say, "We're Beatrice." You sit in siAllow me to elaborate. Beatrice, in
lence, afraid to reveal your ignorance, layman's terms, is the manifestation of
but inside you are plagued by the famil- every corporate man's dream. Beatrice is
iar nagging question: "What the hell is the conglomeration of a multitude of
Beatrice?"
products
Your curiranging
FROM LEFT FIELD from Peter
osity is maddening, but
Pan peanut
out of some
butter to
Freudian
Stiffel
sense
of
Harry Atwood
lamps. In
pride, you
fact, there's
stifle your question and the mystery re- a good chance you're wearing a Beatrice
mains a mystery. Well, don't be product as you read this column. That
ashamed. Behind the confident facades of is, unless, of course, you happen to be
your friends, the same tormenting ques- reading this in the shower.
tion is gnawing inside of them as well.
There's a good chance we own part of
Fortunately, I have good news. I'm go- your automobile. We most certainly
ing to liberate your tortured soul by an- own a good majority of the food in
swering your question.
your refrigerator. Maybe we own the
For the past couple of years, under an roof over your head. Are you starting to
elaborate guise as a left wing editorialist get the picture?
for The Breeze I have been secrctely dealThrough your naive cooperation via
ing in economic subversions that would
blow your minds. My cover has allowed
See BEATRICE page 28 >
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Full timers should go first GPA should
decide who
parks where

To the editor:
Hank Moody's plan to drop the positions of 12
student supervisors puzzles me, as it appears to be
inconsistent with the information published in
Monday's Breeze. Evidently there was not space to
print every relevant detail, for I do not see how anyone
would have reached Moody's conclusions given what
was printed. To temper criticism in light of the
alternatives is a mainstay of American free though, so
I shall detail what I would do if I had Moody's place in
the situation described.
As I understand it, the full-time supervisors are not
carrying out their assigned duties, because student
supervisors have taken increasing initiative since the
creation of the student program. Certainly the students
act as a 'crutch' for these people, and the system is in
need of refinement. However, it strikes me that the full
timers would be missed least of all if some of the jobs
were eliminated. I am not advising that they be fired,
but the positions could be left empty and not refilled
when normal vacancies arise due to career changes.
This painless attrition would allow D-Hall's workers
to gradually shift in responsibilities without a frenzy
of training and retraining. I see no reason why adult
students could not follow true supervisory duties, 'state
health codes and safety regulations,' and thereby take a
place in the real world.
I consider the parallelism of manager and supervisor
posts for full-time and student employees to be a

patronizing Junior Airmen approach. This distasteful
duplication of tasks puts these groups in competition
for duties, perks, credit and power. It is probably the
main cause of conflict between them, and should be
discontinued by eliminating the classification of
student manager. Management is not a full-time job,
and translating the dichotomy between full-time and
student into a clear-cut manager/supervisor relationship
would simplify the confusion, strengthen leadership,
preserve students' cooperation, allow student
promotion and maintain Gibbons' high standards more
than any other suggestion I could make. In short, I
recommend eventually discontinuing the five full-time
supervisor and three student manager positions, and
preserving the apprenticeship system by continuing to
utilize student supervisors. I do not have the
background to assert that this is more feasible or
economical than Moody's decision, but I hope for their
sake that the five full-time supernumeraries together
are paid more than the nine student workers I propose
reclaiming from the administrative morass.
Incidentally, I doubt whether a bowling league could
create the camaraderie which would result from making
full-time employees guests of honor at D-Hall's
student parties.

Tod Hirsch
graduate student
hearing disorders

Deadhead feature 'dead wrong'
To the editor:
Why are we writing this? Because, as the article
says, "Now and again these things just got to be
done." We simply couldn't let the article on the
Deadheads in Hampton generate a false reality. The
portrayal of Deadheads as a group of irresponsible,
ticketless, acid-drenched neo-hippics is simply
uninformed journalistic sensationalism.
Pam Wiley would have us believe that Deadheads are
either selling tie-dyes, selling drugs or trying to find
tickets: however, these people represent only a small
percentage of the concert-goers. Instead, the majority
have tickets, and spend their time before the shows
talking with friends, meeting new people and buying
the various wares that are for sale.
Drug use at the shows, while present, is not the
novelty portrayed in the article. While drug use does
exist, it is not as central to the experience as Ms.
Wiley would have us believe. LSD was definitely a
factor in the inception of the music of the Grateful
Dead, and this stigma has remained in the scene even
today. However, Phil Lesh (the Grateful Dead's
bassist) had this to say in a recent interview: ". . . it
.would be very helpful if Deadheads wouldn't bnng
drugs around anymore. We'd kind of like to ask
everyone to look at themselves, and look at their use
of hard drugs, and kind of reconsider it, because it s not
a very good trip. We've all discovered that ... Im
down on it. I'm through with it... forever.'
Ms. Wiley seems to have ignored the purpose tor
this gathering. People show up so that they can have
fun, and enjoy some good live music. They want to
feel the energy and experience the involvement ot the
audience, to feel a spiritual connection with total

strangers, and experience the reciprocal energy between
the audience and the band — not to escape "the real
world."
While there is a carefree atmosphere at the concerts,
responsibility is not thrown to the wind. Instead, the
concerts are a vacation for most people — they must
plan ahead for tickets, hotels, rides, etc. For Tourheads
(people who follow the Grateful Dead for an entire
tour) it is more like work. They must make sure they
have their transportation arranged, as well as a means
to raise money (like selling shirts) so they can afford
to tour.
Speaking of responsibility, an announcement was
made inside the coliseum, before the show on Sunday,
that people should not show up unless they have
tickets. People who crashed the gates on Sunday night
because th?y didn't have tickets only created more
hassles for those who did have tickets, strained the
relations between the police and the concert-goers, and
jeopardized the opportunity for the Grateful Dead to
return to Hampton. This rash, selfish behavior has no
place at any concert.
.
Ms. Wiley's limited view of the scenVat Hampton is
fortunately inaccurate. She saw what she wanted to
see; however, we see much more in the overall
experience. That's why we keep coming back. By the
way Pam, the "Summer of Love" was in 1967, not
1968.
Steve Briggs

sophomore
philosophy
2 other signatures

To the editor:
We would like a campus response to the
following condition and proposed solution. The
traffic and parking problems of JMU have gotten
entirely out of hand. Regardless of the causes you
may argue, the campus has a major problem
which continues to grow. Commuter students,
which we define as those hot having access to
university or public transportation, and
handicapped students must be provided for.
However, beyond those definitions, driving and
parking on campus should he defined through
necessity and earned privilege.' •,
'
Accepting the necessity of faculty, staff and
administration on campus, we propose the
following solution to what has become a problem
fOTeveryone.
*
1. Commuter and handicapped students as
defined will retain driving and parking privileges
as they exist.1
2. Parking and on-campus driving privileges for
the remaining general student body should be
assigned as follows:
freshmen — no driving or parking on campus.
Sophomores —-, must show a 3.0 overall
academic average.
,. ^
Juniors — must show a 2.5 overall academic
average.
must show a 2.25 overall academic
Seniors
average.
-N
We feel the spirit of this proposal meshes with
the academic principles of the university and
studenubody. (If you're a senior with a grade
average beldw 2.25 you should be studying and
not cruising.) Abuse of an established program
should be met with suspension of selected
academic and/or campus privileges such as early
registration or priorities in housing assignments)
Enforcement might be supplemented by
restructuring the current traffic fines to a level of
$20 to $50 per offense. (A $50 fine for parking in
a handicapped space is not excessive.)
In the final analysis, we regret the student body
must shoulder the brunt of this problem and
solution. What we are proposing is simply
academic performance for campus privilege.
However, this is orily a proposal and certainly i&
subject to modification. We also realize many of
-you may have employment or commuter
requirements which dictate the use of an
automobile. We invite from you not the expected
emotional response, but serious consideration of a
problem confronting us all and perhaps the
formulation of an alternative solution.

x

Dr. Bill Clark
associate professor
Dr. Jack Gentile
assistant professor
, ^Geography and Geology

1
v/
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Beatrice> (Continued from page 26)
your consumerism, Beatrice has staked
its claim on a good portion of the
United States, as well as most of
Western Europe. I' ll let you in on a
little secret In 1988 Beatrice plans to
capitalize (we love that word) on its
tremedous investments.
This is where it really gets good!
Beatrice plans to claim its share of
the pie. You see how clever this all-is?
We plan an economic coup d'etat.
Please, there's no need to panic. There
won't be any nasty episodes with
machine guns like we've seen in the
movies of fanatical revolutionary
uprisings in South America. We're
economists, we don't appreciate that
messy stuff.
The take over of the United States
government will be quite simple and
harmless. Just before the 1988 elections
an unexpected candidate will emerge
from ihe crowd. Her name on your
ballot will read, Beatrice Beatrice.
Beatrice Beatrice will have no political
affiliation. There will be no speeches or
bumper stickers. You won't be
submitted to ridiculous campaign
jingles.
Although we have been advertising
for years, you won't see Beatrice
Beatrice shaking the gnarled hand of
some blue jeaned Idaho potato farmer.
The only thing resembling a campaign
slogan will be this. "Unless Beatrice

J

Beatrice is elected president of the
United States and is allowed to govern
over that which belongs to the
corporation she represents, Beatrice will
repossess like you wouldn't believe
baby cakes."
Let me forewarn you. Modem man
has not yet seen the kind of
repossessing Beatrice is talking about
since God collected with the 40 days
and 40 nights of rain affair some years
back. Remember that one?
Imagine workers from Beatrice
walking into your kitchen and pulling
from your cupbards and refrigerator your
flour, ketchup, sausage, Orville
Redenbacher pop corn, soy sauce,
orange juice, cottage cheese, Coke,
Sprite, Tab, tomato sauce, your Swiss
Miss Cocoa Mix, etc....
Imagine your neighborhood Beatrice
man waltzing into your bathroom and
yanking out your plumbing. And don't
forget the man in your living room
chuckling as he chops up your
Samsonite furniture and totes the
kindling away in your favorite luggage.
Let's face it, things could get rather
disturbing. Don't get foolish and start
talking that crazy jibberish about
defending your home and family.
So when you step into the voting
boom in '88 remember to vote Beatrice
Beatrice or kiss your Butterball
good-bye.

THE
OUTDOOR
rLACF
SKI & SPORT

ATTENTION BUFFET FANS
AND CONCERT GOERS
SHOW US YOUR CONCERT TICKETS
AND GET $2.00 OFF ANY JIMMY BUFFET
SHIRT OR SHORTS.
(OFFER ENDS MONDAY APRIL 6TH)

WATSONS CORNER
VALLEY MALL

433-8857
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Grievance committee not a solution
To the editor:
Good relations between JMU students
and the Harrisonburg community arc
essential for the smooth functioning of
the university and of student life. While
well intentioned, a grievance committee
as a sounding board for student
complaints would only be detrimental
to these aims.
- Upon analyzing the justifications for
such a committee, I found that there is
none sufficient enough to warrant its
implementation. Such grounds would
exist if any of the following conditions
were present: an unwelcome invasion of
non-students into the activities and
social life of JMU students, unfair
treatment of JMU graduates by the
members of the Harrisonburg

community, or unfair treatment of
present students by members of the
community. While the first two criteria
clearly are not existent at this
university, the third has been an item of
limited controversy.
While isolated incidents of ill will
may be encountered between
individuals, there is no such animosity
between the student body and the
Harrisonburg community as a whole.
Personally, I know of no such instance
in which JMU students have been
discriminated
against;
an
establishment's upholding of state
alcohol policies cannot be interpreted as
harassment. Furthermore, those student
reports of abuse made public were not
confirmable as other students were able

Johnson
>• (Continued from page 26)

campus pub. Granted the Pleasure Center is a little
strong, but J. Maddies? Is that what the locals call
James Madison's Montpelier mansion? And the
ACE-sponsored College of Business slogan contest
chose no entries and decided to keep the current
"Excellence Through Achievement." I still think my
"Achievement Through Excellence" should have won.
In an April Fool's issue we could have come up with
our own guest lecturers. How about "The Perils of
Drunk Driving" by Vincent Price? We could have
come up with our own products such as an "Are You a
Townie?" poster, or we could have advertised a CP&P
handshaking practice seminar.
With an April Fool's Breeze even the regular
features could have been spruced up. We could have
gotten Brother Jim to write a guest column, come up
with personals like "Catch the clap at the PC Dukes
Ballroom," a bookstore sale with all books 100
percent over cost, and a policefile report covering the
trial of the student who brought a bag of groceries into
the library only to be caught by the library food
police.
Columnists could have had a field day. We could
have given reading and comprehension tests to writers
of some letters to the editor and published the results. I
could have named my column "Shooting the Breeze
as I originally wanted to but wasn't allowed. Lastly,
we could have written some really funny, libelous
material which is why we couldn't do an April Fool s
issue in the first place.

to vouch for the business' policy.
Simply, no serious problem has been
presented.
If some underlying prejudice exists
against students of this university it
must necessarily be because of a bad
impression of JMU students. People
simply do not reject a group without a
reason; the Harrisonburg community is
no different. This impression is not the
result of the majority of students who
respect this community, but rather is
the consequence of the minority
involved in trespassing, breaking
windows, damaging property, urinating
in bushes and driving under the
influence. The reversal of this damage
can only come from the cessation of
such acts. Yet, further positive

involvement in the community as
would be facilitated by a student
volunteer center would allow
Harrisonburg residents to witness
first-hand the positive nature of JMU.
The problems experienced by students
are those that necessitate solutions
before, not after, a given incident arises.
The ex post facto approach suggested
by the establishment of a grievance
committee can only yield worse
student-community relations as the very
existence of such a body implies that
Harrisonburg is serving JMU poorly.
Absent a documented problem, the risk
of such an occurrence is unwarranted.
Susan Mayberry

senior
political science/Spanish

Christian issues a warning
To the editor:
l> would like to offer two points for
consideration concerning Bruce Jones' column
about Jim Bakker. First I have one sentence for
Bruce and anyone else who feels compelled to
shred the Christian ministry into confetti.
WARNING: you are involving yourself in things
that you do not understand.
Second, I urge my Christian brothers to say
nothing about the matter unless it is over-flowing
with love, kindness, forgiveness, and
understanding. I recommend this for four reasons:
(1) This is a time for the Christian community to
stand together as St Paul instructs in Romans
14. Among the Christian body, "name calling"
has become a powerful weapon used by satan to
destroy the effectiveness of the Christian
ministry. (2) Such talk inevitably broadens into a
full-fledged attack on Christianity, no matter how
it begins (witness, for example, the Bruce Jones
article). (3) Jesus warns, "Do not judge... For in
the same way you judge others, you will be
judged, and with the same measure." Matthew
7:la£. Let's be honest; when compared to Jesus,
we are all "first-ctass hypocrites." and I for one,
do not want Jesus to use malicious slander and
back-stabbing.gossip as the measure for my
holiness (4) Our Lord often uses people for His
work who do not measure to human standards of

righteousness. Take, for example, King David
who not only committed adultery with a married
woman but had her husband killed so that he
could marry her (2 Samuel 11). Yes, God did
punish David, but He also made David the
greatest King of His holy nation and/utterly
destroyed all *of David's enemies. Indeed, this
should come as no surprise to the sincere
Christian who has studied God's word;The Bible
is full, of examples. The important point is that
the-hearts of such men.and women .belong to
God, and He alone will judge their worthiness and
usefulness to Him.
I cannot defend every action that Jim Bakker has'
taken in the course of his public ministry, but I
do know that I have heard "the Good News
preached from his pulpit and within the PTL
ministry. This leads me to believe that Jim
Bakker is a man of God who, like all of us
first-class hypocrites, has made mistakes that he
will pay for. And, if his employer is my Master,
1 WILL NOT BE GUILTY of helping satan attack
die work of Cod. no matter how it looks to this
world.

'

Opinions?
Do you have strong opinions on campus or national issues?
If you do, The Breeze invites you to share your views with the
rest of the JMU community by writing a column.
If you are interested, contact Mark Chamock,
Ariitorial editor, x6127.
_>-

M. Vincent Dunn
senior
finance
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Judge awards Baby M to William Stern
HACKENSACK, N.J. (AP) - An unprecedented
ruling upholding a surrogate mother contract and
awarding custody of the infant to her father will give
Baby M her only real chance to grow up healthy and
secure, the father's lawyer said yesterday.
Superior Court Judge Harvey R. Sorkow on Tuesday
upheld the legality of the surrogate arrangement. He
also denied the natural mother, Mary Beth Whitehead,
the right to see her child again and granted custody to
William Stern, whose sperm was used to artificially
inseminate Whitehead.
Minutes after the 121-page ruling was read. Stern's

wife, Elizabeth, adopted the year-old baby and
Whitehead's lawyer requested a stay of the decision.
The appeal is expected to go direcUy to the Supreme
Court. Whitehead has asked Sorkow that pending the
appeal she be allowed to continue seeing the child she
called Sara, but who is now named Melissa Elizabeth
Stern.
Gary Skoloff, the attorney for the Sterns, said on
NBC's "Today" show Wednesday that what Sorkow
"really concluded is the only chance that Melissa has
to grow up as a healthy, secure child, was what all of
the mental health experts said on all sides: 'You've got
to end the publicity, you've got to end the warfare.'"

"And the judge absolutely read right that in this case
there would be no way the Stems and the Whiteheads
could ever raise that child with any connection with
each other," Skoloff said. "He took the very strong
step of building the wall to give the child the only
chance she has to make it in this world. One set of
parents. One home. Period."
The judge ruled that surrogate child-bearing is not
the same as baby-selling because the father "cannot
purchase what is already his." He said states should
regulate the practice but that it is legal because just as
there is a law allowing abortion, "the same law may
be used to create and celebrate life."

Thatcher commends new Soviet ideas
MOSCOW (AP) — During a visit
British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher hailed recent Soviet
liberalization moves Tuesday but said
much remains to be done. She also
underscored East-West disagreement on
how to eliminate medium-range nuclear
missies from Europe.
Thatcher is on a five-day official visit
that began Saturday.
Earlier Tuesday, iri- another
demonstration of her support for Soviet
human rights activists, she met with
dissidents Andrei Sakharov and his
wife, Yelena Bonner.
At the news conference Thatcher

recalled the first time she met Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev. He visited
London in December 1984, three
months before he became Communist
Party general secretary.
The two leaders met for nearly 9
hours Monday. She said they discussed
arms control, Afghanistan, human
rights, and Soviet-British relations.
Thatcher also mentioned Gorbachev's
programs for increasing economic
efficiency and allowing greater debate
on some social issues. She applauded
the release of several dozen political
prisoners in recent months and other
elements of Gorbachev's promotion of

"glasnost", or openness.
but the right to equal limits on both
She said they discussed the
sides" in the shorter-range tactical
elimination
of superpower weapons.
medium-range missies from Europe.
"We in the West would like to match
The Soviets want a separate
equal limits. That has not been agTeed,"
agreement on U.S. and Soviet she said.
medium-range weapons, and say they
Earlier Tuesday, after an hour-long
will follow that with negotiations on
luncheon
with Mrs. Thatcher at the
withdrawing short-range weapons from
British
Embassy,
Sakharov told
Czechoslovakia and East Germany.
reporters,"We
discussed
what I always
U.S. officials and Thatcher say the
discuss:
human
rights.
medium-range missle agreements must
"I expressed gratitude to her for the
remedy the overwhelming Soviet
role
she played in our fate and on other
superiority in the short-range missies
questions
of human rights in the Soviet
Thatcher said the Western allies want
Union,"
he
said, adding that the subject
"not only a freeze on the Soviet side
of nuclear disarmament also came up.

TOKYO (AP) — Anti-American sentiment among
Japanese citizens will grow if the United States goes
ahead with penalty duties on up to $300 million worth
of Japanese electronic goods, a senior Japanese
government official said Tuesday.

U.S. should drop
trade penalties,
say Japanese

"The atmosphere in Japan against the Americans
could become not so good. They would think the U.S.
was emotional and illogical," said Noburo
Hatakeyama, director general of the International Trade
Administration Bureau.
Hatakeyama repeated warnings from other Japanese
officials that Japan would consider retaliation if the
negotiators cannot dissuade the United States from
going ahead with the penalty duties. But he did not
offer any details on what form the retaliation might
take.
"We might get tough. What is important is to ask
them to withdraw the duties and ask them to
understand the true situation. And we can retaliate after
that," if necessary, he told a group of foreign
journalists.
Although Japan is striving to cut its huge trade
surplus, it cannot make any concessions on

'-*•"

semiconductor trade to fend off the planned U.S.
penalty duties because it is doing nothing wrong,
Hatakeyama said.
t^SS^S. concessi°ns, then that suggests we
nXSF
"g Vi°,aled * ^cement," he said.
S
WeVe d0ne nothi
is
"8 wro"g. » there
is nn,l!"
nothinR we^
can concede."
The Reagan administration said last week it plans to
impose prohibitive tariffs on a range of Japanese
electronic goods in mid-April to force Japan into
compliance with an accord on semiconductors. Japan
agreed last year to open its home market to
Amencan-made chips and to avoid selling its chips in
toreign markets at unfairly low prices.
«.??l[erma Mid ^ duties on electronic products,
scheduled to take effect in two weeks, would have
minimal financial impact, but "the psychological
mipac. would be very big . . . First of all, we «J not
accustomed to this type of retaliation or game."
Political sources said Prime Minister Yasuhiro
Nakasone ,s considering a package that would meet a
range of American demands for greater access to
Japanese markets.
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Reagan advocates teaching abstinence
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan gave his
endorsement Tuesday to AIDS education in schools
but said children also should be taught that sexual
abstinence is the best way to avoid the disease.
"We want an all-out campaign," Reagan said,
responding to reporters' questions at a state dinner for
visiting French Prime Minister Jacques Chirac.
Asked whether he thought children should be taught
about the dangers of the AIDS epidemic, Reagan
said.'Tes, I think so — as long as they teach one of
the answers to it is abstinence."
He stressed the theme of abstinence and said he
supported instructing children about AIDS and how to
avoid it "If you say it's not how you do it but that you
don't do it," he said.

Students
pray as
woman
kills self

Reagan said education which docs not offer
instruction about proper values is wrong.
Earlier Tuesday, White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said Reagan "is fully informed" about the
AIDS epidemic but acknowledged that the president
wants to stay out of the debate about preventive
measures. Fitzwater said the president "thinks AIDS is
a very serious health problem that should be
addressed."
Fitzwater made his remarks in the morning, shordy
after Reagan joined Chirac to announce an agreement
to settle a legal dispute over patient rights to AIDS
screening tests.
But on the eve of Reagan's first formal speech
touching on the AIDS issue, reporters questioned his

SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) — A
woman carrying two semi-automatic
handguns walked into a fifth-grade
classroom and shot herself to death
Monday in front of 27 students, after
saying she was sorry for what she was
about lo do.
Mary Jo Jansen was pronounced dead
at Western Medical Center about an
hour after she walked into the Panorama
Elementary (School classroom and shot
herself in the head, said LL Bob Rivas
of the Orange County sheriffs dept.

spokesman sharply on the president's views on advice
being given by others in the administration.
"There's lots of different kinds of advice that people
want to give on this issue and the administration has
given that advice through the surgeon general and
through [Education] Secretary [William] Bennett and
others," Fitzwater said.
"The surgeon general is the primary health officer for
the government and he speaks for the administration
on these issues," the spokesman added.
Fitzwater repeatedly refused to say where Reagan
stands on AIDS education in schools, the question of
abstinence versus the use of condoms or other
protective measures, and the question of universal
AIDS testing among the American populace.

Jansen, 44, of Irvine, was a stranger
to die school, he said.
She walked through the classroom's
rear door and told the teacher, "I'm sorry
I have to do it this way," Rivas said.
The teacher, Paddy Kakihara, ordered
the children to put their heads down
when she saw the woman was carrying
two guns.
Tammy Wyner, a 10-year-old girl in
the class, said Mrs. Kakihara pleaded
with the woman not to take her life.
"The woman said, No one loves me.'

Mrs. Kakihara then asked us to put our
heads on our desks and pray for this
woman not to kill herself," the girl
said.
Jansen's 22-year-old son, Jeff Wallert,
said his mother had been distraught over
failure to collect insurance
compensation for a painful back injury
she suffered last year while working for
a savings and loan.
"She's been having a hard time lately,
both physically and emotionally,"
Wallert said.

STATE

Nude portraits
in Tech exhibit
stolen yesterday
BLACKSBURG (AP) — Six of the 10 nude
self-portraits a photojournalism student included
in a display of about 100 pictures at Viginia Tech
have disappeared from the school's
Communications Department, an instructor said
Wednesday.
The photographs, by student Elizabeth
Klaimon, were stolen from Agnew Hall,
according to Ralph Payne, assistant professor.
The theft came one day after the department's
faculty voted 16-1 to allow the photos to remain
on display until April 24. Three faculty members
had written letters to the department head
complaining about the display.
"I'm really disappointed," said Payne, who
supervised Klaimon in an independent study in
photojournalism. "If the forces of darkness don't
prevail in one way, they seem tp prevail in
another."
Payne said associate professor Edd Sewell told
him he locked a sliding glass door to the lounge
at 8 p.m. Tuesday. A maintenance worker
discovered the door open and the pictures missing
at 6 a.m. Wednesday, Payne said.
Payne said it is possible that Klaimon could
print new copies of the missing photos and they
would be put on the walls. "That would be
entirely up to her."

Richmond train wreck kills two
RICHMOND (AP) — CSX Transportation and
the Federal Railroad Administration said their
investigation of a train wreck in Chesterfield
County Monday that killed two trainmen and injured
two others could take several months to complete.
Lindsay Leckie, a CSX Transportation spokesman
in Jacksonville, Fla., said no timetable had been
established for the probe, which could include
interviewing the people involved behind closed
doors with their lawyers present
The FRA routinely examines accidents that result
in fatalities of railroad employees, said Tom
Simpson, a spokesman for the agency.
The agency's investigation could take several
months, Simpson said.
The wreck occurred when two locomotives were
pushing seven cars on tracks east of Interstate 95
and north of Willis Road. Eight cars loaded with
non-toxic chemicals earlier had rolled about a mile
from a siding onto the main tracks and stopped. The
train's caboose ran into die first chemical car.
Leckie said the hand brakes had been set on the
loose cars.
The chemical car, the caboose and a flatbed
carrying lumber, attached to the caboose, were
derailed.
The body of Alfred Johnson, Jr., 40, of
Chesterfield, was not removed from the crushed

caboose until shordy after noon yesterday, officials
said.
Johnson, the flagman, and McTroy Mathis Sr.,
49, of Henrico County, the conductor, were killed
when the caboose in which they were riding was
crushed.
The brakeman, William Lewis Jr. of Glen Allen,
and the engineer, Darrell Lee Daugharthy of
Chesterfield, were injured slightly and were treated at
area hospitals and released.
The track was reopened about 1 p.m. Tuesday, and
the first train passed the site of the wreck about 2
p.m., Leckie said.
The investigation will focus on why the eight
chemical cars rolled onto the main tracks, officials
said.
The chemical cars were waiting to take Alathon, a
polyethylene resin in pellet form to E.I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co., several miles north, said Tom
Reynolds, a safety and health supervisor for du
Pont.
Althougii CSX is responsible for the cars, du
Pont sent an employee to the scene to advise
officials about the chemical, Reynolds said.
Some of the Alathon, white pellets that look like
sleet, had leaked from the overturned car into a
muddy creek. However, the chemical presents no
danger, officials said.
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"We'll be there! So come out and
enjoy Four Star Pizza while you're
watching the fight."

World Middleweight Championship
MONDAY; APRIL 6, 1987
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Rockingham County Fair Grounds
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